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FOREWORD 
THIS MANUAL PROVIDES A MEANS FOR RECORDING AND DIRECTIONS FOR COLLECTING 
EDED INFORMATION ON A CAMPGROUND-ORIENTED RECREATION FIRM, AND PREPARING 
FOR COMPUTER INPUT FOR PURPOSES OF BUSINESS ANALYSIS AND DECISION MAKING. 
IIS PUBLICATION IS ONE OF THREE PARTS, AND IS LISTED BELOW AS PART II. 
A SEPARATE PUBLICATION (SEE PART I BELOW) PROVIDES THE COMPUTER PROGRAM 
WHICH SIMULATES THE ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES ASSOCIATED WITH THE ESTABLISHMENT 
ID OPERATION OF A CAMPING-ORIENTED RECREATION FIRM. IT IS A PRINCIPAL 
ADJUNCT TO THIS MANUAL. THE LOGIC OF THE MODEL AND INSTRUCTIONS FOR ALL 
,PECTS OF COMPUTER EXECUTION ARE CONTAINED IN THIS BULLETIN. THE SIMULA-
ON MODEL WAS DEVELOPED FOR AND TESTED BY THE AUTHOR ON THE IBM 360 MODEL 
i DO-SYSTEM COMPUTER AT THE UNIVERSITY OF MAINE'S COMPUTING CENTER. ARRANGE-
NTS MAY BE MADE TO OBTAIN A CARD DECK OF THE COMPUTER SOURCE PROGRAM 
IRITTEN IN FORTRAN IV) BY CONTACTING THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURAL AND 
SOURCE ECONOMICS, UNIVERSITY OF MAINE, ORONO. 
ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF CAMPING-ORIENTED RECREATION FIRMS IS A THREE 
kRT SERIES -
PART I - SIMULATION OF A RECREATION FIRM - FLOWCHART AND COMPUTER 
PROGRAM, BY JOSEF GRUETER, MAINE AGRICULTURAL 
EXPERIMENT STATION TECHNICAL BULLETIN 36, PROVIDES 
THE LOGIC AND INSTRUCTIONS FOR A COMPUTER TO 
EXECUTE A BUSINESS ANALYSIS OF EXISTING OR 
PLANNED ENTERPRISES. 
PART II - MANUAL FOR MAINE OUTDOOR RECREATION FIRM SIMULATION, BY 
JOSEF GRUETER, MAINE AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT 
STATION TECHNICAL BULLETIN 37, PROVIDES THE 
QUESTIONNAIRE AND INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPILING ON 
CARDS THE ECONOMIC AND RELATED INFORMATION FOR 
BUSINESS ANALYSIS. 
PART III - THE PRIVATE RECREATION INDUSTRY IN SOUTHERN MAINE - A 
SIMULATION APPROACH, BY JOSEF GRUETER, TO BE RELEASED 
AS AN EXPERIMENT STATION BULLETIN IN THE SUMMER OF 
1969, GIVES THE RESULTS OF THE COMPUTER ANALYSES 
OF 20 TYPICAL CAMPING-ORIENTED RECREATION FIRMS. 
I) INTRODUCTION 
************ 
THIS MANUAL SERVES AS A QUESTIONNAIRE TO COLLECT SOME OF THE DATA 
INPUTS FOR THE MAINE OUTDOOR RECREATION FIRM SIMULATION MODEL. THE 
MANUAL SPECIFIES BOTH THE DATA REQUIRED AND THE CARD CODE FORMAT) FOR 
PREPARING THE DATA FOR THE SIMULATION OF A CAMPING ORIENTED RECREATION 
FIRM ON AN ELECTRONIC COMPUTER. 
THIS MANUAL IS AN ADJUNCT TO TECHNICAL BULLETIN 36 OF THE MAINE 
AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION. IN THAT BULLETIN THE DETAILS ABOUT THE 
MODEL, TYPES OF SIMULATION RUNS AND OUTPUT OPTIONS ARE GIVEN. 
A PART OF THE BULLETIN WILL BE CONCERNED WITH DATA WHICH WILL BE 
STORED IN THE COMPUTER TOGETHER WITH THE INFORMATION COLLECTED WITH THE 
MANUAL WHEN A CASE OF AN OUTDOOR RECREATION FIRM IS SIMULATED. 
FOR ALL THE PER UNIT PRICES FOR WHICH SPACE TO FILL IN IN THE MANUAL 
IS RESERVED THERE ARE EQUIVALENT VALUES IN THE SO-CALLED HISTORY DECK. 
THESE ARE AVERAGE PRICES AND DO NOT REPRESENT BIG BARGAIN PRICES. WHEN 
SOMEBODY WANTS TO SIMULATE SEVERAL RECREATION FIRMS UNDER SIMILAR CONDITION! 
IT WILL BE MORE EFFICIENT FOR HIM TO KEEP THE HISTORY DECK UP-TO-DATE. FOR 
THE PRICE OF LAND BEFORE THE DEVELOPMENT AND THE RENT, NO STANDARD PRICES 
ARE AVAILABLE, WHICH MEANS THAT THEY HAVE ALWAYS TO BE FILLED IN. 
THIS SIMULATION MODEL MAY BE USED FOR THE EVALUATION OF AN EXISTING 
RECREATION FIRM TO GET BASIC INFORMATION FOR REPLANNING OR EXPANSION. 
IT CAN BE USED FOR PLANNING NEW RECREATION FIRMS. WHEN NO PERSONAL ESTI-
MATES ABOUT THE INVESTMENT NEEDED, LABOR REQUIREMENT AND EXPECTED INCOME 
ARE AVAILABLE, THE USER CAN PLAY THE COMPLETE IGNORANCE ALTERNATIVE. 
THIS MEANS INVESTMENT, OPERATING LABOR AND EXPECTED INCOME WILL BE 
SIMULATED WITH THE STANDARD DATA OF THE HISTORY DECK. 
FURTHER, THE MANUAL SERVES FOR ASSEMBLING INFORMATION ON RECREA-
TION FIRM PROJECTS FOR TEACHING PURPOSES. THIS ALLOWS THE STUDENTS TO PLAY 
ON A SPECIAL CASE AND HAVE IMMEDIATELY THE FINANCIAL CONSEQUENCES OF 
HIS ALTERNATIVE DECISIONS. 
THE MODEL CAN ALSO BE USED FOR RESEARCH IN THE AREA OF PLANNING 
RECREATION ON A LARGER SCALE. 
2) DIFFERENT PHASES OF ASSEMBLING INFORMATION 
THE FOLLOWING LIST SHOWS THE DIFFERENT PHASES ONE HAS TO GO THROUGH 
IN ASSEMBLING THE FACTS ABOUT A SPECIAL CASE. A DETAILED EXPLANATION WILL 
BE GIVEN AT THE BEGINNING OF EACH PHASE. 
3 
-GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE OPERATION OR 
SITE, QUESTIONS 1 TO 11 
-ACCESS ROADS TO THE OPERATION OR SITE, QUESTIONS 12 TO 22 
-ROADS AND SITES WITHIN THE RECREATION AREA 
QUESTIONS 23 TO 32 
-BEACH AT THE RECREATION FIRM, QUESTIONS 33 TO 37 
-BOAT LAUNCHING RAMP AT THE RECREATION FIRM 
QUESTIONS 38 TO 40 
-WATER SUPPLY, WHEN 
MUNICIPAL WATER SUPPLY QUESTIONS 41 TO 53 
LAKE WATER SUPPLY QUESTIONS 54 TO 57 
WELL WATER SUPPLY QUESTIONS 58 TO 67 
-WASTE AND TOILET FACILITES QUESTIONS 69 TO 79 
-SEWER DISPOSAL SYSTEM QUESTIONS 80 TO 105 
-BUILDINGS SUCH AS ACCOMMODATIONS FOR THE OPERATORi 
RECREATION HALLS, REGISTRATION BUILDINGS, CAMPSTORE, ETC. 
QUESTIONS 106 TO 145 
-PLAYGROUND AND PHYSICAL FITNESS EQUIPMENT 
QUESTIONS 146 TO 154 
-TENNIS COURT QUESTIONS 155 TO 162 
-SWIMMING POOLS WITHIN THE RECREATION FIRM QUESTIONS 163 TO 167 
-CAMP SITE EQUIPMENT QUESTIONS 168 TO 174 
-MEANS OF TRANSPORTATION QUESTION 175 
-MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT OF THE RECREATION FIRM QUESTIONS 
176 TO 177 
-OPERATING COSTS QUESTIONS 178 TO 192 
-INCOME SOURCES QUESTIONS 193 TO 205 
< * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
QUESTIONNAIRE USED TO COLLECT DESCRIPTIVE DATA 
********************************************** 
c * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
A) QUESTIONS THAT RELATE TO THE GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF 
******************************************************* 
THE RECREATION FIRM. 
******************** 
TO IDENTIFY EVERY CASE THE NAME AND ADDRESS HAS TO BE 
FILLED IN. BY GOING THROUGH THE DIFFERENT QUESTIONS FOLLOW 
STRICTLY THE GOTO STATEMENTS. BECAUSE THE PRICE OF LAND PER ACRE 
BEFORE DEVELOPMENT AND RENT PAID PER ACRE VARIES SO MUCH AMONG 
DIFFERENT RECREATION FIRMS OR PROJECTS, WE SUGGEST THAT THE PER 
UNIT PRICES BE RECORDED IN QUESTIONS 8 ANO 9. 
(***************#************************************************************* 
4 
ADDRESS " R D l 
M R . , M R S . , MISS ^ A R D 2 
3 - 4 3 
NAME , : . ! * „ 
CARD 3 
RECREATION FIRM }0^} 
CARD 4 
TOWN STATE ZIP CODE 3-43 
CARD 5 
UNDERLINE THE NAME OF THE TOWN WITH DASHES ON A SEPARATE CARD 
CARD 6 
I. IS THE SOIL WHERE YOUR RECREATION FIRM IS LOCATED 
GOOD / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 1) GOTO 2 3 
FAIR / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 2) GOTO 2 3 
POOR / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 3) GOTO 2 3 
VERY POOR / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 4) GOTO 2 3 
THE DEFINITION FOR THE DIFFERENT SOILS CAN BE OBTAINED FROM THE STATE 
OF MAINE SOIL SUITABILITY GUIDE FOR LAND USE PLANNING. FOR STATES 
WHICH HAVE NO SUCH INFORMATION AVAILABLE CONSULT THE SOIL CONSERVA-
TION SERVICE. 
2. WHAT IS THE SLOPE OF THE AREA ON WHICH YOU BUILT OR PLAN TO BUILD A 
CAMPING-ORIENTED RECREATION FIRM 
A = 0- 3 PERCENT (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 1) TOTO 3 A 
B = 3- 8 PERCENT (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 2) GOTO 3 4 
C = 8- 15 PERCENT (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 3) GOTO 3 4 
D = 15-25 PERCENT (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 4) GOTO 3 4 
E = 25-45 PERCENT (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 5) GOTO 3 4 
3. IS THIS PROPERTY OR RECREATION FIRM LOCATED DIRECTLY ON AN 
ATTRACTIVE NATURAL BODY OF WATER 
YES / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 1) GOTO 4 5 
NO / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 0) GOTO 5 5 
4. HOW FAR IS THIS PROPERTY OR RECREATION FIRM FROM A MAJOR HIGHWAY 
/ / / /./ / / MILES GOTO 7 6-10 
5. HOW FAR AWAY ARE SWIMMING AND BOATING AREAS FROM THE RECREATION 
FIRM / / / /./ / / MILES H-15 
6. HOW FAR AWAY IS THE RECREATION FIRM FROM THE MAJOR HIGHWAY 
/ / / /./ / / MILES 16-2C 
7- HOW MANY ACRES OF LAND ARE NOW AVAILABLE FOR THE OPERATION 
(POTENTIAL OPERATORS HAVE TO WRITE THE PLANNED AMOUNT OF ACRES 
WHICH WILL BE USED FOR THE OPERATION) 
ACRES OF OWN LAND / / / /./ / / GOTO 8 21-25 
ACRES OF RENTED LAND / / / /./ / / GOTO 9 26-3C 
8. HOW MUCH DID YOU PAY FOR THE LAND OR VALUE PER ACRE 
BEFORE THE DEVELOPMENT / / / / . / / / S/ACRE 31-35 
9. HOW MUCH RENT DO YOU PAY / / / / - / / / */ACRE 36-40 
5 
IS ALL THAT AVAILABLE LAND IN QUESTION 7 NOW USED BY THE 
RECREATION FIRM 
YES / / (WHEN IT IS TRUE PUNCH I) GOTO 12 41 
NO / / (WHEN IT IS TRUE PUNCH 0) GOTO 11 41 
HOW MANY ACRES COULD BE USED FOR EXPANSION / / / /./ / / 42-46 
< * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
B) ACCESS ROADS TO THE RECREATION FIRM 
*********************************** 
TO BUILD ACCESS ROADS THERE ARE THREE ALTERNATIVES. 
FIRST YOU CAN GIVE IT IN CONTRACT. YOU MAY SEE A CONTRACTOR AND 
YOU FILL IN THE AMOUNT IN QUESTION 16. SECONDLY IT CAN BE DONE 
WITH OWN RESOURCES. IF THE AMOUNT OF THE DIFFERENT ITEMS IS 
KNOWN FILL IT IN. WHEN PRICES ARE NOT KNOWN THE MOST UP-TO-DATE 
PRICES WILL BE PROVIDED BY THE COMPUTER. THIRDLY, WHEN YOU HAVE 
NO IDEA ABOUT CONSTRUCTION COSTS OF ACCESS ROADS YOU MAY JUST 
INDICATE THE CONDITION UNDER WHICH THEY HAVE TO BE BUILT. STAND-
ARD COST FIGURES WILL THEN BE USED BY THE COMPUTER FOR CALCUL-
ATING COSTS OF ACCESS ROADS. 
* * * * * * * * ********************************************************************* 
WHAT YEAR DID YOU START THE OPERATION 19 / / / 47-48 
DID YOU HAVE TO BUILD ACCESS ROADS TO THE RECREATION FIRM 
YES / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 1) GOTO 14 49 
NO / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 0) GOTO 23 49 
HOW MANY MILES / / / / , YARDS / / / / / , FEET / / / / / / 5 0 - 5 2 / 5 3 - 5 6 
5 7 - 6 1 
OF ACCESS ROADS DIO YOU HAVE TO BUILD 
DID YOU GIVE OR DO YOU PLAN TO GIVE THE CONSTRUCTION 
OF THE ACCESS ROAD IN CONTRACT / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH I) GOTO 16 62 
DID YOU OR ARE YOU GOING TO CONSTRUCT THE ACCESS ROADS WITH 
YOUR OWN RESOURCES / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 2) GOTO 17 62 
I DO NOT KNOW YET WHO WILL CONSTRUCT IT / / 62 
(WHEN TRUE PUNCH 3) GOTO 18 
CARD 7 
WHAT WAS THE CONTRACTORS FEE FOR LABOR / / / / H . 3-5 
/ / / . / / / * / H 6 -9 
MACHINES I I I I H. I I I.I t I $/H 1 0 - 1 2 / 1 3 - 1 6 
ROAD MATERIAL / / / / . / / / $ 17 -21 
GOTO 23 
6 
17- WHAT WAS THE CONSTRUCTION COST WHEN YOU DID IT ON YOUR OWN ,o_24/j 
BULLDOZING I I I I H. I I I. I I I $/H. *£ ' 
BACKHOE / / / / H. / / / . / / / $/H. »!_»»,, 
EXTRA LABOR I I I I H. I I I.I I I $/H. f° f«'3' 
ROAD FILL MATERIAL / ( I I I / Q.Y. I I.I I I S/Q.Y. A3-47A. 
SURFACE MATERIAL I I I I Q.Y. t I.I I I S/C.Y. 51-53/5 
18. WAS THE GROUND ON WHICH YOU HAD TO BUILD THE ACCESS ROADS 
- SANDY - GRAVEL / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 1) GOTO 19 57 
- ROCKY / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 2) GOTO 19 57 
- MUDDY / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 3) GOTO 19 57 
19. DID YOU HAVE TO REMOVE TREES AND STUMPS 
YES / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 1) GOTO 20 58 
NO / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 0) GOTO 20 58 
20. IS IT A SINGLE OR A DOUBLE LANE ACCESS ROAD 
SINGLE / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 1) GOTO 21 5S 
DOUBLE / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 0) GOTO 21 5<3 
21. WAS THE SLOPE OF THE ACCESS ROAD SUCH THAT YOU HAD TO BUILD 
TURN OUTS WHICH CAUSED CONSIDERABLY HIGHER ROAD BUILDING COSTS 
YES / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 1) GOTO 22 60 
NO / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 0) GOTO 22 60 
22. IN THE ABOVE ROAD BUILDING COSTSt SPECIAL COSTS SUCH AS 
1) BRIDGES $ 
2) WATER DRAINAGE $ 
3) BITUMINOUS COVERAGE $ 
4) OTHERS $ 
TOTAL SPECIAL COSTS $ 
(ADD UP THE ITEMS* I I I I I.I 11% 61-66 
GOTO 23 
C) ROADS AND SITES WITHIN THE RECREATION AREA 
******************************************* 
HERE WE HAVE AGAIN THE SAME SITUATION AS WE HAD FOR 
BUILDING ACCESS ROADS. YOU CAN GET THE CONSTRUCTION COSTS 
FROM A CONTRACTOR OR WHEN YOU HAVE YOUR OWN ESTIMATES FILL 
OUT QUESTION 26. WHEN NO INFORMATION ABOUT ROAD AND SITE BUILD-
ING COSTS IS AVAILABLE, INDICATE THE GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS IN 
QUESTIONS 21 TO 31. FOR THAT ALTERNATIVE STANDARD COSTS ARE 
USED TO SIMULATE THE ROAD AND SITE BUILDING COSTS WITHIN THE 
AREA AND IN THIS CASE SPECIAL COSTS WHICH ARE OUTLINED IN 
QUESTION 32 HAVE TO BE FILLED IN. 
********************************************************************£££_ 
7 
HOW MANY CAMPSITES DOES YOUR PRESENT OPERATION HAVE OR DO 
YOU PLAN TO BUILO t i l t SITES 67-69 
HAVE YOU OR DO YOU PLAN TO GIVE THE ROAD AND CAMPSITES 
CONSTRUCTION WITHIN THE RECREATION FIRM IN CONTRACT / / 70 
(WHEN TRUE PUNCH 1) GOTO 25 
DID YOU OR DO YOU PLAN TO BUILD THE RUADS WITHIN THE 
RECREATION FIRM PLUS THE CAMPSITES YOURSELF / / (WHEN 70 
TRUE PUNCH 2) GOTO 26 
I HAVE NO IDEA YET WHO WILL DO IT / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 3) 70 
GOTO 27 
CARD 8 
WHAT WERE THE CONTRACTORS FEES FOR 
-LABOR / / / / H. / / / . / / / $/H 3-5/6-9 
-MACHINES I I I I H. / / / . / / / $/H 10-12/13-16 
-MATERIAL FOR ROAD AND SITES / / / /./ / / $/H 17-21 
GOTO 27 
WHAT WERE THE CONSTRUCTION COSTS WHEN YOU DID IT ON YOUR OWN FOR 
-BULLDOZING / / / /H. / / /./ / / $/H. 22-24/25-28 
-BACKHOE / / / / H. / / /./ / / $/H 29-31/32-35 
-EXTRA LABOR / / / / H. / / /./ / / $/H 36-38/39-42 
-ROAD MATERIAL / / / / / Q.Y. / / . / / / $/Q.Y- 43-46/47-49 
-SURFACE MATERIAL / / / / / Q.Y. / / . / / / $/Q.Y- 50-53/54-56 
-CHAIN SAW / / / /H. / /./ / / $/H. 57-59/60-62 
GOTO 33 
HOW NANY MILES / / /, YARDS / / / / / - FEET I I I I I I 63-64/65-68 
69-73 
OF ROADS DID YOU BUILD OR DO YOU PLAN TO BUILD 
WAS THE AREA AN OPEN FIELD / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 1) GOTO 30 74 
OR WAS IT FOREST LAND / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 0) GOTO 29 74 
DID YOU HAVE TO CLEAR ROADS AND SITES FROM 
BRUSH / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH I) GOTO 30 75 
TREES / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 2) GOTO 30 75 
BRUSH AND TREES / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 3) GOTO 30 75 
HOW WERE THE SOIL CONDITIONS FOR BUILDING SITES AND ROADS 
WITHIN THE RECREATION AREA 
WELL DRAINED / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 1) GOTO 31 76 
MODERATELY ORAINED / / !WHEN TRUE PUNCH 2) GOTO 31 76 
POORLY DRAINED / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 3) GOTO 31 76 
WAS THE SLOPE OF THE AREA FOR BUILDING ROADS AND SITES 
NO PROBLEM / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 1) GOTO 32 77 
MODERATE PROBLEM / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 2) GOTO 32 77 
BIG PROBLEM / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 3) GOTO 32 77 
8 
CAR 
32. ADDED CONSTRUCTION COSTS FOR 
1) BRIDGES * 
2) WATER DRAINAGE * 
3) BITUMINOUS PAVING WITHIN 
THE RECREATION FIRM $ 
4) OTHER COSTS $ 
5) TOTAL SPECIAL COSTS S 3-8 
D) BEACH AT THE RECREATION FIRM 
***************************** 
THERE ARE FOUR ALTERNATIVES. NO BEACH IS AVAILABLE 
OR ONE WILL BE CONSTRUCTED, THERE IS ALREADY A BEACH OR ONE 
HAS BEEN BUILT IN CONTRACT OR WITH OWN RESOURCES. WHEN NO 
COST FIGURES ARE AVAILABLE GIVE THE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE 
SITE WHERE YOU PLAN TO BUILD A BEACH. 
**************************************************************** **********! 
33. WE DO NOT PLAN TO HAVE A BEACH AT THE RECREATION FIRM / / 9 
(WHEN TRUE PUNCH 1) GOTO 38 
DID YOU GIVE THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE BEACH IN CONTRACT 
/ / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 2) GOTO 34 <3 
WAS THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE BEACH DONE WITH OWN RESOURCES 
/ / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 3) GOTO 35 <J 
WE DO PLAN TO CONSTRUCT A BEACH AT THE R.F. / / "3 
(WHEN TRUE PUNCH A) GOTO 36 
34. COST OF THE CONTRACT 
-LABOR / / / / H. / /./ / / S/H 10-12/1 
-MACHINE / / / / H. / /./ / / */H 16-18/1 
-FILL MATERIAL / / / / / Q.Y- / /•/ / / S/O.Y- 22-25/! 
-SAND / / / / / Q.Y- / / . / / / $/Q.Y- 29-32/! 
GOTO 38 35. CONSTRUCTION COST WITH OWN RESOURCES. 
-BULDOZING / / / / H. / / /./ / / $/H 
-BACKHOE / / / / H. / / / . / / / $/H 
-EXTRA LABOR / / / / H. / / /./ / / $/H 
-FILL MATERIAL / / / / Q.Y. / /./ / / $/0.Y-
GOTO 38 
36. HOW MANY FEET OF BEACH ARE DEVELOPED OR PLANNED FOR DEVELOPMENT, 
36-38/1 
43-A5/« 
50-52/ ! 
57-5<3/4 
/ / / / F T - 63-65 
9 
WAS IT ALREADY A SANDY BEACH / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH I) GOTO 38 66 
ROCKS HAD TO BE CLEARED AND SAND HAD TO BE BROUGHT IN 
/ I (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 0) GOTO 38 66 
1***************************************************+**+*+*+++*+**+**++++*++ 
E) BOAT LAUNCHING RAMP 
******************* 
THE CONSTRUCTION COST OR THE PRESENT VALUE OF A BOAT 
LAUNCHING RAMP CAN BE SIMULATED WHEN EITHER THE CONTRACT 
COST OR THE CONSTRUCTION COST WITH OWN RESOURCES ARE KNOWN* 
**************************************************************************** 
WE DO NOT PLAN TO HAVE A BOAT LAUNCHING RAMP / / 67 
(WHEN TRUE PUNCH 1) GOTO 41 
THE CONSTRUCTION WAS GIVEN IN CONTRACT / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 2) 67 
GOTO 39 
I DID THE CONSTRUCTION MYSELF / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 3) 67 
GOTO 40 
CARD 10 
CONTRACT COST FOR 
LABOR / / / / H. / / / . / / / $/H 3 - 5 / 6 - 9 
CONSTRUCTION MAT. / / / / / . / / / $ 10-15 
OTHER COST / / / / . / / / $ 16-20 
GOTO 41 
COST OF CONSTRUCTION WITH OWN RESOURCES 
LABOR / / / / H. / / / . / / / $/H 2 1 - 2 3 / 2 4 - 2 7 
DIFF- CONSTR. MATERIAL / / / / / . / 11% 28 -33 
OTHER COSTS / / / / . / / / $ 34-38 
**************************************************************************** 
F) WATER SUPPLY 
************ 
THERE ARE THREE DIFFERENT ALTERNATIVE WAYS OF 
SUPPLYING WATER TO A RECREATION FIRM. 
1. THE MUNICIPAL WATER 
2. LAKEWATER 
3. WATER FROM AN ARTESIAN WELL 
10 
A t * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
MUNICIPAL WATER SUPPLY 
********************** 
IT WAS CONSIDERED THAT THE MUNICIPAL WATER HAD TO BE 
PIPED FROM OUTSIDE. IT CAN BE DONE EITHER BY A CONTRACTOR OR 
BY THE OWNER. IF THE MUNICIPAL WATER DID NOT HAVE TO BE PIPED 
TO THE RECREATION FIRM WE SWITCH TO THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE 
MUNICIPAL WATER SUPPLY WITHIN THE RECREATION FIRM. 
THE WATER TO OR WITHIN THE RECREATION AREA CAN BE PIPED 
EITHER OVERGROUND OR UNDERGROUND. WHEN THE WORK IS DONE BY A 
CONTRACTOR WE ASSUME THAT THE RIGHT COST FOR PIPES ARE ACC-
OUNTED FOR. WHEN IT IS DONE WITH OWN RESOURCES AND THE PRICE 
OF PIPES ARE NOT KNOWN IT WILL AUTOMATICALLY ACCOUNT THE COST 
OF OVER OR UNDERGROUND PIPES. IN THE CONTRACTOR ALTERNATIVE 
PRICES WILL USUALLY BE KNOWN, BUT IF PRICES ARE NOT KNOWN FOR 
EITHER ALTERNATIVE THEY ARE SIMULATED IN THE COMPUTER. 
************************************************************************M 
CARD 1 
41- * H A T KIND OF WATER SUPPLY DOES YCUR RECREATION FIRM HAVE 
-MUNICIPAL WATER / /(WHEN TRUE PUNCH 1) GOTO 42 4 
-WATER OUT OF A LAKE / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 2) 4 
GOTO 54 
-ARTESIAN WELL / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 3) GOTO 58 4 
«2. DID YOU HAVE TO PIPE THE MUNICIPAL WATER FOR THE RECRE-
ATION FIRM FROM OUTSIDE 
YES / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 1) GOTO 43 5 
NO / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 0) GOTO 43 5 
43. DID YOU OR DO YOU PLAN TO GIVE THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE 
MUNICIPAL-WATER SUPPLY TO THE RECREATION FIRM IN 
CONTRACT / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH I) GOTO 44 6 
OR DID YOU DO THE WORK WITH YOUR OWN RESOURCES 
/ / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 0) GOTO 45
 6 
44. DO YOU KNOW THE CONTRACTOR CHARGES FOR 
-PIPING / / / / / / /FT. / / /./ / / $/ F T. 
-LABOR / / / / / H. FOR / /./ / / $/H. 
-PUMPS-POWER INSTALLATION / / / / /./ ,
 / $ * ' "'' 
-OTHER COSTS/ / / / / . / / / $ ^ " l 
GOTO 49 
7-12/13 
17-2C/2 
II 
IS THE PIPING OF THE MUNICIPAL WATER TO THE RECREATION FIRM 
-OVERGROUND / /(WHEN TRUE PUNCH I) GOTO 46 36 
-UNDERGROUND / /(WHEN TRUE PUNCH 0) GOTO 46 36 
WHAT IS THE DISTANCE OVER WHICH THE MUNICIPAL 
WATER HAD TO BE PIPED TO THE RECREATION FIRM 
/ / / / / / FT. WITH THE COST OF 37-41 
/ / /./ / / $/FT. OF PLAIN PIPE (WHEN YOU DO NOT 42-45 
KNOW THE PRICE LEAVE IT BLANK) GOTO 47 
HOW MANY HOURS OF BACKHOE / / / / / /H. I f I . I I l%IH. 46-50/51-54 
(WHEN YOU DO NOT KNOW THE PRICE LEAVE IT BLANK) WAS 
DEEDED TO PIPE THE WATER TO THE RECREATION FIRM 
HOW MANY HOURS OF LABOR/ I I I I IW. I I I.I I I */H. 55-59/60-63 
NEEDED TO PIPE THE WATER TO THE RECREATION FIRM 
GOTO 48 
WHAT OTHER KIND OF INVESTMENTS WERE INVOLVED WITH 
PIPING THE WATER TO THE RECREATION FIRM 
- PUMPS - POWER INSTALLATION/ / / /./ 11% 64-68 
- OTHER COSTS 
TOTAL OTHER COSTS I I I I I.I 11% 69-74 
GOTO 49 
DID YOU CONTRACT FOR PIPING, INSTALLATION OF HOOKUPS AND 
INSTALLATION OF POWER PUMPS / / 75 
(WHEN IT IS TRUE PUNCH I) GOTO 50 
OR DIO YOU DO THE WORK WITH YOUR OWN RESOURCES / / 75 
(WHEN TRUE PUNCH 0) GOTO 51 
CARO 12 
DC YOU KNOW THE CONTRACT COSTS FOR 
-PUMPS AND POWER INSTALLATION I I I ! I . I 11% 3-8 
-PIPING I I I I I I FT. I I.I I I $/FT. 9-13/14-16 
-LABOR COST I I I I I I H. I I I.I I I $/H. 17-21/22-25 
-CHLORINATOR I I I NO. I I I I.I I I S/EACH 26-27/28-32 
-OTHER COSTS 
-TCTAL OTHER COSTS 1 1 1 / 1 1 . 1 1 1 % (ADD UP) 33-39 
WAS THE PIPING OF THE MUNICIPAL WATER WITHIN THE 
RECREATION FIRM 
OVER GROUND / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 1) GOTO 52 40 
UNDER GROUND / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 0) GOTO 52 40 
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52. HOW MANY HOURS OF BACKHOE / / / / /H. / / /./ / /$/H. 4l-4«/4| 
HOW MANY HOURS OF LABOR DID YOU PUT IN 
/ / / / / H. WITH / / /./ / / $/H. 49-52/5! 
53. WHAT WERE INVESTMENTS INVOLVED WITH PIPING 
THE MUNICIPAL WATER WITHIN THE CAMP 
P I P E S / / / / / F T . / / / . / / / $ / F T . 57-60/61 
PUMPS AND POWER / / U N I T S / / / / . / / / $ / U N I T 65/66-70 
WHEN YOU DON'T KNOW THE DETAILS WRITE DOWN THE 
WHOLE B I L L FOR P I P I N G THE WATER TO THE RECREA-
T ION FIRM / / / / / / . / / / * 71-7? 
CARD 13 
WATER RESERVOIR AT THE CAMP 
/ / / / / / GALLONS / / . / / / $ /GALLON 3-7/8-11 
HOOKUPS TO THE S I T E S / / / / U N I T S / / / . / / / $ / U N I T 11-13 /N 
-OTHER INVESTMENTS / / / / / . / / / $
 l 8 _ 2 3 
GOTO QUESTION 6<J 
************************************ **********************************^.^tut 
LAKEWATER SUPPLY 
**************** 
ALTERNATIVES SUCH AS CONSTRUCTION OF LAKEWATER SUPPLY IN CON-
TRACT AND BY THE OWNER ARE INCLUDED. WHEN PRICES PER UNIT OF 
THE DIFFERENT POSITIONS ARE NOT KNOWN, THE PER UNIT PRICES WILL 
BE SUBSTITUTED. 
***************************************** *********************************** 
54. HOW DID YOU DEVELOP THE LAKEWATER SUPPLY 
-CONTRACT / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 1) GOTO 55 24 
-I DID THE WORK WITH MY OWN RESOURCES 
/ / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 0) GOTO 56
 24 
WAS THE P I P I N G W I T H I N THE AREA 
-OVER GROUND / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH I)
 25 
-UNDER GROUND / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 0) GOTO 56 
55. DO YOU KNOW THE CONTRACT COST FOR 
-PUMPS AND POWER INSTALL./ / /UNITS/ / / /./ / /*/UNIT 26-27/28 
WHEN YOU DON'T KNOW DETAILS PUT THE BILL DOWN 
/ / / / / / . / / / $ 33_ 3 f i 
- P I P I N G / / / / / / F T . / / / . / / / * / F T . 3Q-41 /W 
-WATER RESERVOIR / / / / / / GALLONS / / . / / / $ /GALLON 4 8 - 5 2 / 5 1 
-OTHER COSTS 
TOTAL OTHER COSTSUDD UP) ' / / / / / / / / 
GOTO 68 ' $ 56-62 
13 
HOW MANY HOURS OF BACKHOE / / / / / H. AT / / /./ / /$/H. 63-66/67-70 
I HOW MANY HOURS OF LABOR / / / / / H. AT / / / . / / / $/H. 71-74/75-78 
WHEN YOU DONT KNOW THE PRICES LEAVE IT BLANK 
CARD 14 
WHAT INVESTMENTS WERE INVOLVED WITH PIPING LAKEWATER 
-PIPING / / / / / FT. WITH / / / . / / / $/FT. 3-6/7-10 
-PUMPS + POWER / / / UNITS / / / / . / / / $/UNIT 11-12/13-17 
-WHEN YOU DON'T KNOW THE DETAILS PUT THE WHOLF 
BILL DOWN / / / / / . / / / $ 18-23 
-WATER RESERVOIR / / / / / / / GAL. / / . / / / $ GAL. 24-29/30-32 
-HOOKUPS I I I I UNITS I I I.I I I $/UNIT 33-35/36-39 
-CHLORINATOR / / / UNITS / / / / / . / / / $/UNIT 40-41/42-47 
-OTHER INVESTMENTS 
TOTAL OTHER INVESTMENTS 11/11 /./ / / $ 48-54 
GOTO 68 
***************************************************************************** 
ARTESIAN WELL WATER SUPPLY 
FOR DRILLING WELLS THE ALTERNATIVES SUCH AS THE COSTS 
KNOWN OR NOT KNOWN ARE OPEN. WHEN THE COSTS ARE KNOWN YOU CAN 
EITHER PUT DOWN THE TOTAL AMOUNT OF FEET DRILLED AND THE 
AVERAGE COST OR THE WHOLE BILL FOR DRILLING THE WELL. FOR 
THE POTENTIAL OPERATOR QUESTION 16 IS RESERVED. WHEN THE PER 
UNIT PRICE IS NOT KNOWN LEAVE IT BLANK, IT WILL BE PROVIDED 
BY THE COMPUTER. TO GET THE COSTS OF A WELL IS ESPECIALLY 
DIFFICULT FOR THE POTENTIAL OPERATOR. USUALLY THE TYPE OF 
WELLS AND THE NUMBER OF WELLS ARE AVAILABLE. 
BY DRINKING FOUNTAINS WE MEAN ONLY THE ONES IN THE 
RECREATION AREA AND NOT THE ONES IN THE BUILDINGS. 
t * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
DO YOU KNOW HOW MUCH YOU PAID FOR DRILLING 
THE WELLS YES / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 1) GOTO 59 55 
NO / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 0) GOTO 60 55 
HOW MANY WELLS HAD TO BE DRILLED / / / WHAT WAS THE TOTAL DEPTH 56-57 
FT. / / / / /t AND WHAT WAS THE AVERAGE PRICE / /./ / / $/FT. 58-61/62-64 
YOU MAY INSTEAD PUT THE WHOLE BILL DOWN I I I I I.I 1 1 % 65-70 
GOTO 62 
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CARD 15 
6 0 . WAS THE AREA OF WELL D R I L L I N G 
* * + * * * * * * * • * * # * * * * + * * * * * * * * * • * * * * * * * * » * * • 
*WELL * FT. OF LEDGE * FT. OF NO LEDGE * 
*l * * * 
*2 * * * 
*3 * * * 
*4 * * * 
*5 * * * 
* * * * 
***************************************** 
ADD UP / / / / / / $ / / / / / / $ 3 -7 /8 -12 
WITH PRICE PER F T . / / - / / / $ / / . / / / $ 1 3 _ 1 5 / l 6 . 
6 1 . HOW MANY GALLONS OF WATER DO YOU GET FROM THESE WELLS 
/ / / / / G A L / M I N . 19-22 
6 2 . D I D YOU GIVE ALL THE I N S T A L L A T I O N S FOR THE WATER SUPPLY 
EXCEPT THE WELL D R I L L I N G I N CONTRACT / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH I ) 23 
GOTO 6 3 , OR YOU D I D I T YOURSELF / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 0 ) 23 
GOTO 64 
6 3 . DO YOU KNOW THE CONTRACT COSTS FOR 
-PUMPS TOTAL / / / / . / / / $ OR 24-28 
-PUMPS • POWER I N S T A L L A T I O N / / / U N I T S 29-30 
/ / / / / . / / / S / U N I T
 3 1 _ 3 6 
- P I P I N G / / / / / F T . / / / . / / / $ / F T . 37 -40 /41 -
-LABORCOST / / / / / / H . / / / . / / / $ / H 45-49/50-
-CHLORINATORS / / / U N I T S / / / / . / / / S / U N I T 54-55/56-
-WATER RESERVOIR / / / / / / GALLONS 61-65 
/ / . / / / S/GALLON
 6 6 - 6 8 
-OTHER COSTS 
TOTAL OTHER COSTS / / / / / / . / / / $ 69-75 
GOTO 6 8 
CARD 16 
b4. IS THE PIPING OF THE WELL WATER TO THE RECREATION FIRM 
OVERGROUND / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 1) GOTO 65 j 
UNDERGROUND / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH O) GOTO 66 3 
>5. HOW MANY HOURS OF BACKHOE / / / / / H / / /./ / /
 $ / H 4.7/8-!! 
HOW MANY HOURS OF LABOR / / / / / H / /./ / / $/H 12-15/16-
,6. HOW MUCH PIPING / / / / / / FT. / /./ / / S/FT. 19-23/24" 
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WHAT WERE INVESTMENTS FOR PIPING THE WELL WATER WITHIN THE 
RECREATION FIRM 
-PUMPS AND POWER / / UNITS / / / / . / / / S/UNIT 27/28-32 
OR YOU CAN ALSO PUT THE TOTAL AMOUNT DOWN 
/ / / / / . / / / $ 33-38 
-WATER RESERVOIR AT THE CAMP / / / / / / GALLON 39-43 
/ /./ / / S/GALLON 44-46 
-HOOKUPS / / / / UNITS / / / . / / / S/UNIT 47-49/50-53 
-CHLORINATOR / / UNITS / / / / . / / / $/UNIT 54/55-59 
-OTHER INVESTMENTS 
-TOTAL OTHER INVESTMENTS / / / / / . / / / $ 60-65 
GOTO 68 
HOW MANY WATER DRINKING FOUNTAINS 
DID YOU INSTALL / / UNITS / / / / - / / / S/UNIT 66/67-71 
GOTO 69 
*************************************************************************** 
G) WASH AND TOILET FACILITIES 
************************** 
THE DIFFERENT ALTERNATIVES FOR ORGANIZING AND CONSTRUCT-
ING WASH AND TOILET FACILITIES ARE INCLUDED IN QUESTION 69. 
EVERY ALTERNATIVE HAS AGAIN THE POSSIBILITIES TO CONSTRUCT THESE 
INSTALLATIONS IN CONTRACT OR WITH OWN RESOURCES. WHEN UNIT 
PRICES ARE NOT KNOWN PURCHASE PRICES FOR GOOD QUALITY EQUIPMENT 
WILL BE SUBSTITUTED. 
* 4 : * * * * * * * * * * * **************************************** ********************** 
CARD 17 
HOW ARE THE WASH AND TOILET FACILITIES ORGANIZED 
ONLY ONE OF THE FOLLOWING ALTERNATIVES CAN BE USED 
-ONE CENTRAL WASH AND TOILET PLACE / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH I) 3 
GOTO 70 
-DECENTRALIZED WASH AND TOILET FACILITIES / / (WHEN TRUE 3 
PUNCH 2) GOTO 73 
-ARE THE WASH AND TOILET FACILITIES PART OF THE RECREATION 
HALL / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 3) GOTO 77 3 
-ARE THE WASH AND TOILET FACILITIES IN THE RECREATION 
BUILDING / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 4) GOTO 77 3 
-ARE THE WASH AND TOILET FACILITIES IN THE ADMINISTRATION 
BUILDING / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 5) GOTO 77 3 
-ARE THE WASH AND TOILET FACILITIES PART OF YOUR DWELLING 3 
(WHEN TRUE PUNCH 6) GOTO 77 
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70. WAS THE PLUMBING, MASONRY AND CARPENTRY OF THE WASH AND TOILET 
FACILITIES DONE BY A CONTRACTOR / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH I) GOTO 71 4 
OR DID YOU DO THE WORK WITH YOUR OWN RESOURCES / / (WHEN TRUE 4 
PUNCH 0) GOTO 72 
IN THE FOLLOWING CONSTRUCTION COSTS NO PIPING OF WATER TO AND 
FROM THE TOILET AND WASH ROOMS ARE INCLUDED 
71. WHAT IS OR WAS THE CONTRACTORS FEE FOR 
-BACKHOE / / / / H. WITH / / / . / / / * / H. 5-7/8-11 
-LABOR / / / / H. WITH / / . / / / $ / H 12-14/15 
-CONCRETE AND OTHER MATERIAL FOR THE FUNDAMENTALS 
/ / / / / . / / / $
 18_23 
-LUMBER AND OTHER CARPENTRY MATERIAL / / / / / . / / / $ 24-29 
-HOURS CARPENTRY / / / / / / H . / / / . / / / $ / H . 30-34/35 
COST OF THE PLUMBING 
(SEWER DISPOSAL WILL BE INCLUDED LATER. WHEN CHEMICAL TOILETS 
ARE USED PUT THE PRICE I N ) 
- N O . OF T O I L E T S / / / U N I T S / / / / . / / / S / U N I T 39-40/41 
- N O . OF SHOWERS / / / U N I T S / / / . / / / S / U N I T 46 -47 /4 
- N O . OF URINALS / / / U N I T S / / / . / / / S / U N I T 52-53/54 
- N O . OF LAVATORIES / / / U N I T S / / / . / / / S / U N I T 58-5<3/*I 
-LABOR FOR PLUMBING / / / / H . / / . / / / S / H O U R 64-66/A7 
-WATER HEATING SYSTEM AND E L E C T R I C I T Y / / / / / . / / / $
 7 n 7<i 
-OTHER PLUMBING COSTS / / / / . / / / $ -,. 'I 
WHEN NO PRICE LEAVE BLANK 
GOTO 80 
CARD Ifi 
72. HOW MUCH TIME DID YOU PUT INTO 
-BACKHOE / / / / . / / /H./ / /./ / /S/H. 3-7/8-11 
-LABOR FOR ALL INSTALLATIONS / / / / /H.AT / /./ / /S/H. 12-15/16-
-COST OF CONCRETE OR BRICKS FOR FOUNDATIONS / / / / . / / / $ 19-23 
-NO. OF TOILETS / / / UNITS / / / . / / /S/UNIT 24-25/26-, 
-NO. OF SHOWERS / / / UNITS / / / . / / /S/UNIT 30-31/32-
-N0. OF URINALS / / / UNITS / / / . / / /S/UNIT 36-37/38-
-LAVATORY / / / UNITS / / /./ / /S/UNIT 42-43/4*-' 
-WATER HEATING SYSTEM / / / / /./ / /S 48-53 
-OTHER COST / / / / . / / / $ 54-5fl 
GOTO 80 
73. HOW MANY DECENTRALIZED TOILET AND WASHING UNITS DO YOU 
HAVE / / UNITS 55 
GOTO 74 
74. WAS THIS BY CONTRACT / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 1) GOTO 75 OR
 6 0 
DID YOU DO THE CONSTRUCTION WITH YOUR OWN RESOURCES / /
 6 0 
ALWLE?HETRCOS?SNCAU?EDGB0YTOBUILDING ONE UNIT WILL BE MULTIPLIED 
SHE NSMBER ""UNITS THE COST OF WATER SUPPLY TO THE HOUSES 
AND THE SEWER DISPOSAL IS NOT INCLUDED. 
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WHAT IS THE CONTRACTORS CHARGE FOR 
-BACKHOE / / / /H. WITH / / / . / / /$/H 61-63/64-67 
-LABOR I I I IH. WITH / / /./ / /$/H. 68-70/71-74 
CARO 19 
-CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL FOR FOUNDATION / / / /./ / /$ 3-7 
COST OF CARPENTRY 
-LUMBER AND OTHER CARPENTRY MATERIAL I I I I I.I / /$ 8-13 
-HOURS OF CARPENTRY WORK I I I IH. I /./ / /$/H 14-16/17-19 
COST OF PLUMBING 
(SEWER DISPOSAL WILL BE CONSIDERED LATER) 
-NO. OF TOILETS / / / UNITS / / / . / / /$/UNIT 20-21/22-25 
-NO. OF SHOWERS / / / UNITS / / / . / / /$/UNIT 26-27/28-31 
-NO. OF URINALS / / / UNITS I I I.I I /S/UNIT 32-33/34-37 
-NO. OF LAVATORIES / / / UNITS I I I.I I /$/UNIT 38-39/40-43 
-LABOR FOR PLUMBING I I I I H. I I.I I I $/H. 44-46/47-49 
-WATER HEATING SYSTEM I I I I I.I I /$ 50-55 
-OTHER PLUMBING COSTS 
-TOTAL OTHER COSTS / / / /./ 11$ (ADD UP) 56-60 
GOTO 80 
HOW MUCH TIME DID YOU PUT INTO BACKHOE / / ' / / / H. 61-65 
/ / /./ / /$/H 66-69 
LABOR FOR ALL THE INSTALLATION I I I / H. I I I.I I I $/H. 70-72/73-76 
CARD 20 
COST OF CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL (CONCRETE AND BRICKS) FOR 
FOUNDATIONS I I I I.I I It 3-7 
NO. OF TOILETS / / / UNITS / / /./ / /S/UNIT 8-9/10-13 
NO. OF SHOWERS / / / UNITS / / /./ / /S/UNIT 14-15/16-19 
NO. OF URINALS / / / UNITS / / / . / / /S/UNIT 20-21/22-25 
NO. OF LAVATORIES / / / UNITS / / /./ / /$/UNIT 26-27/28-31 
WATER HEATING SYSTEM I I I I I.I I /$ 32-37 
OTHER COSTS / / / / . / / / $ 3 8 - 4 2 
GOTO 80 
DID YOU CONTRACT FOR INSTALLATION / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 1) 44 
GOTO 78 OR YOU DID IT WITH YOUR OWN RESOURCES / / (WHEN TRUE 44 
PUNCH 0) GOTO 79. 
WHAT WAS THE COST OF PLUMBING FOR 
-TOILETS / / / UNITS I / I I.I I I $/UNIT 45-46/47-51 
-SHOWERS / / / UNITS / / / / . / / / S/UNIT 52-53/54-58 
-URINALS / / / UNITS / / /./ / / S/UNIT 59-60/61-64 
-LAVATORY / / / UNITS / / /./ / / S/UNIT 65-66/67-70 
-WATER HEATING SYSTEM FOR SHOWERS AND LAVATORIES 
/ / / / / . / / / $ 71-76 
CARD 21 
-LABOR COST FOR PLUMBING I I I I W I I.I I I S/H 3-5/6-8 
18 
79. WHAT WERE THE LABOR AND SANITARY FACILITY COSTS FOR 
-LABOR / / / / H. / /./ / / $/H. I* , 
-TOILETS / / / UNITS / f /./ I I S/UNIT 10-16/1] 
-SHOWERS / / / UNITS / / /./ / / S/UNIT 21-22/2} 
-URINALS / / / UNITS / / /./ / / S/UNIT 27-28/2?, 
-LAVATORY / / / UNITS / / /./ / / S/UNIT 3 3-3A/35-
-WATER HEATER SYSTEM / / / /./ / / S/UNIT 3<Hj 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ***********•, 
H) SEWER DISPOSAL SYSTEM 
*********************** 
THE SEWER DISPOSAL SYSTEM IS ONE OF THE MOST DIFFICULT 
PHASES IN PLANNING A RECREATION FIRM. PUBLIC REGULATIONS HAVE 
TO BE TAKEN INTO C O N S I D E R A T I O N . SOME INDICATIONS ABOUT THE 
FEASIBILITY OF THE SEWER SYSTEM ARE GIVEN BY THE COMPUTER 
D I R E C T L Y , BUT IT IS SUGGESTED BEFORE CHOOSING THE PROPER 
SEWER DISPOSAL SYSTEM TO CONSULT THE RESPONSIBLE GOVERNMENT 
A G E N C I E S . 
********************************************************************* 
******* 
80. WHAT KIND OF SEWER DISPOSAL SYSTEM DO YOU HAVE 
-DIRECT CONNECTION TO THE PUBLIC SEWER SYSTEM / / 
(WHEN TRUE PUNCH 1) GOTO 81 44 
-CENTRALIZED CONCRETE HOLDING TANK OR OTHER SUITABLE 
WASTE RETENTION SYSTEM / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 2) GOTO 84 44 
-CENTRALIZED SEPTIC TANKS AND SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL 
SYSTEM / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 3) GOTO 87 44 
-INDIVIDUAL SEPTIC TANKS FOR ALL BUILDINGS / / (WHEN TRUE 
PUNCH A) GCTO 90 44 
-NON-WATER CARRIAGE SEWAGE DISPOSAL FACILITIES / / (WHEN 
TRUE PUNCH 5) GOTO 93 
-STABILIZATION POUND / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 6) GOTO 96 
8 1 . WAS THIS C O N N E C T I O N DONE BY A CONTRACTOR / / 45 
(WHEN TRUE PUNCH 1) GOTO 82 OR WITH YOUR OWN RESOURCES / / 45 
(WHEN TRUE PUNCH 0) GOTO 83 
82. CONTRACTORS CHARGE FOR, 
-PIPING THE SEWER TO THE PUBLIC SEWER SYSTEM 
/ / / / / / FT. / /./ / / S/FT. 46-50/51 
-PUMPS / / UNITS / / / /./ / / S/UNIT 54/55-5S 
-HOLDING TANK / / / / GAL. / /./ / / S/GAL. 60-62/6: 
-OTHER COSTS / / /./ / /S 66-6( 
GOTO 97 
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CARD 22 
COST OF BACKHOE I I I I H.I I I.I I I $/H. 3_5/6_q 
COST OF LABOR I I I I H. I I.I I I $/H. 10-12/13-15 
PUMPS / / UNITS I I I I.1 I I $/UNIT 16/17-21 
PIPES AND CONNECTIONS I I I I I F T . / / . / / / $/FT. 22-25/26-28 
HOLDING TANK I I I I GAL. / /./ / /$/GAL. 29-31/32-34 
OTHER COSTS / / / /./ / /$ 35-39 
GOTO 97 
WAS THIS DONE BY A CONTRACTOR / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 1) 40 
GOTO 85 OR DID YOU 00 IT WITH YOUR OWN RESOURCES / / 40 
(WHEN TRUE PUNCH 0) GOTO 86 
COST OF THE PIPING INVOLVED / / / / FT. WITH / /./ / / $/FT. 41-43/44-46 
COST OF OTHER LABOR I I I H. I l . l I I $/H. 47-48/49-51 
HOLDING TANK I I I I GAL. WITH I I.I I I $/GAL. 52-54/55-57 
SEWER PUMPS / / UNITS I / I.I I I $/UNIT 58/59-62 
GOTO 97 
COST OF BACKHOE I I I I ». I I I.I I I $/H. 63-65/66-69 
COST OF OTHER LABOR / / / H. / /./ / / $ 70-71/72-74 
SEWER PUMPS / / UNITS / / /./ / / $/UNIT 75/76-7<9 
CARD 23 
HOLDING TANK I I I I I GAL. / /./ / / $/GAL. 3-6/7-9 
GOTO 97 
WAS THIS DONE BY A CONTRACTOR / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH I) 10 
GOTO 88 OR DID YOU DO IT WITH YOUR OWN RESOURCES lU 
(WHEN TRUE PUNCH 0) GOTO 89 
COST OF PIPING / / / / FT. / /./ / / $/FT. 11-13/14-16 
COST OF OTHER LABOR I I I I W. I I.I I I $/FT. 17-19/20-22 
SEWER PUMPS I I I I UNITS / / / /./ / / S/UNIT 23-25/26-30 
SEPTIC TANK I I I I I I GAL. I I I.I I I S/GAL. 31-35/36-39 
OTHER COSTS / / / / / . / / / 40-45 
GOTO 97 
BACKHOE I I I I W. I I l . l I I $/H. 46-48/49-52 
OTHER LABOR I I I I H. I l . l I I $/H. 53-55/56-58 
SEWER PUMPS / / UNITS / / / /./ / / $/UNIT 59/60-64 
SEPTIC TANK I I I I I I GAL. I l . l I I $/GAL. 65-69/70-72 
OTHER COST I I I I I.1 I I % 73-78 
GOTO 97 
CARD 24 
HAVE THE INSTALLATIONS BEEN MADE BY A CONTRACTOR / / 3 
(WHEN TRUE PUNCH I) GOTO 91 OR DID YOU DO IT WITH YOUR OWN 
RESOURCES / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 0) GOTO 92 3 
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9 1 . SEPTIC TANKS / / UNITS f / / / / G A L . / U N I T WITH / / . / / / * / G A L A / 5 - 8 / 9 
LABOR / / / H . / / . / / / $ / H . 1 2 - 1 3 / U 
CONNECTIONS / / / . / / f% 17-20 
OTHER COSTS / / / / / . / / / $ $ 21-26 
GOTO 97 
9 2 . SEPTIC TANKS / / UNITS / / / / G A L / U N I T / / . / / / $ / G A L . 2 7 / 2 8 - 3 0 / 3 1 -
BACKHOE / / / / H . / / . / / / $ / H . 34-36/37-
LABOR / / / / H . / / . / / / $ / H . 40-42/43-
OTHER CONSTRUCTION COSTS / / / / / . / / / $ 46-51 
GOTO 97 
9 3 . WAS TH IS B U I L T BY A CONTRACTOR / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 1) GOTO 94 OR 52 
D I D YOU DO I T WITH YOUR OWN RESOURCES / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 0 ) 52 
GOTO 95 
9 4 . HOW MUCH P I P I N G WAS INVOLVED TO P IPE THE WASTE TO A CENTRAL 
HOLDING TANK / / / / / / F T . / / . / / / $ / F T . 53-57/58-
LABOR / / / / H . / / . / / / $ / H . 61-63/64-
HOLDING TANK / / / / / G A L . / / . / / / $ / G A L . 6 7 - 7 0 / 7 1 -
OTHER COSTS / / / / . / / / $
 7 A _ 7 8 
GOTO 97 
CARD 25 
9 5 . BACKHOE / / / / H . / / . / / / $ / H . 3 -5 /6 -8 
LABOR / / / / H . / / . / / / $ / H . 9-11/12-
HOLDING TANK / / / / / G A L . / / . / / / $ / G A L . 15-18/19-
P I P E S / / / / F T . / / . / / / $ / F T . 22-24/25-
OTHE^ I N S T A L L A T I O N COSTS / / / / . / / ' $ 28-32 
GOTO 97 
9 6 . BULLDOZING / / / / H . / / / . / / / $ / H . 33-35/36-
P I P I N G / / / / F T . / / . / / / $ / F T - 40-42 /43-
PUMPS / / / U N I T S / / / / . / / / S / U N I T 46-47 /48-
LA80R / / / / H . / / / . / / / $ / H . 53-55/56-
OTHER COSTS / / / / . / / / * 60-64 
GOTO 9 7 
9 7 . DO YOU HAVE OR PLAN TO B U I L D A DUMPING STATION FOR TRAILERS / / 65 
(WHEN TRUE PUNCH 1) GOTO 98 NO / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 0 ) GOTO 9 9 65 
9 8 . HOLDING TANK / / / / / / o A L . / / . / / / $ / G A L . 6 6 - 7 0 / 7 1 " 
SEWER PUMP TO EtfPTY I T / / / / . / / / * 74-78 
CARD 26 
INSTALLATION COSTS / / / / /./ / / $
 3_fl 
GOTO 107 
99. DO YOU HAVE OR DO YOU PLAN TO BUILD SEWER HOOKUPS FOR 
TRAILERS YES / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 1) GOTO 100 NO/ / 
(WHhN TRUE PUNCH 0) GOTO 107 
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DID YOU HAVE OR DO YOU PLAN TO BUILD A SPECIAL SEWER DISPOSAL 
SYSTEM / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH I) GOTO 101 OR DID YOU CONNECT IT 10 
WITH ABOVE / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 0) GOTO 104 10 
IS THIS BY CONTRACT / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH I) GOTO 102 11 
OR WITH OWN RESOURCES / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 0) GOTO 10? 11 
PIPING / / / / / FT. / /./ / / $/FT. 12-15/16-18 
HOLDING TANK I I I I I GAL. / /./ / / S/GAL. 19-22/23-25 
HOOKUPS I I I I UNITS / / / . / / / S/UNIT 26-28/29-32 
LABOR / / / / H. / /./ / / $/H. 33-35/36-38 
OTHER COSTS / / /./ / /$ 39-42 
GOTO 107 
BACKHOE / / / / / H. / / . / / / $/H. 43-46/47-49 
PIPES I I I IH. I /./ / / $/H. 50-52/53-55 
LABOR / / / / H. / /./ / / $/H. 56-58/59-61 
HOOKUPS I I I I UNITS / / /./ / / S/UNIT 62-64/65-68 
HOLDING TANK / / / / / GAL. I I.I I I S/GAL. 69-72/73-75 
OTHER COSTS / / /./ / 1% 76-79 
CARD 27 
WAS THE PIPING DONE BY A CONTRACTOR / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 1) 3 
GOTO 105 OR WITH YOUR OWN RESOURCES / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 0) 3 
GOTO 106 
PIPING OF SEWER FROM TRAILER TO A CENTRAL HOLDING TANK 
I I I I I FT. / /./ / / $/FT. 4-7/8-10 
HOOKUPS / / / UNITS / /./ / / COST/UNIT 11-12/13-15 
OTHER COSTS / / / /./ / /$ 16-20 
GOTO 107 
BACKHOE I I I I H. I I.I I I $/H. 21-23/24-26 
PIPES I I I I FT. I I.I I I «/FT. 27-29/30-32 
LABOR I I I I H. I I.I I I $/H. 33-35/36-38 
HOOKUPS / / / UNITS / /./ / / S/UNIT 39-40/41-43 
OTHER COSTS 1111.111% 44-48 
GOTO 107 
I) BUILDINGS 
******** 
WE ASSUME THE ALTERNATIVES OF EXISTING RECREATION FIRMS 
AND POTENTIAL RECREATION FIRMS. THE RECREATION FIRM 
CAN BE OPERATED BY THE OWNER AND HIS FAMILY OR BY A 
PROFESSIONAL OPERATOR. THE HOUSE AT THE RECREATION FIRM 
CAN BE A PERMANENT OR A SEASONAL HOME. THE REGISTRATION 
BUILDING AND THE RECREATION HALL CAN EITHER BE EXISTING 
REMODELEO OR NEW BUILDINGS. 
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WHEN NEW BUILDINGS ARE CONSIDERED THE ALTERNATIVES OF 
KNOWN COST AND NOT KNOWN COSTS ARE AVAILABLE. WHEN THE COST 
OF NEW HOUSES ARE NOT KNOWN, THE PRICES FOR THE DIFFERENT 
HOUSES WILL BE SUBSTITUTED. IT IS ASSUMED THAT COMPLETE 
WINTERIZATION IS INCLUDED IN THE PRICE OF PERMANENT HOMES, 
BUT NOT IN THE PRICE OF SEASONAL HOMES. 
107- FOR EXISTING RECREATION FIRMS / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 1) GOTO 108 49 
FOR POTENTIAL RECREATION FIRMS / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 0) GOTO 116 49 
108. IS THE RECREATION FIRM NOW OPERATED BY PROFESSIONAL 
MANAGER / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 1) GOTO 109 50 
OR BY THE FAMILY OF THE OWNER / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 0) GOTO 110 50 
109. DOES THE HOUSE NOW AT THE RECREATION FIRM SERVE AS A YEAR 
AROUND RESIDENCE FOR THE MANAGER / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 1) 51 
GOTO 112 OR DOES IT SERVE ONLY AS A SEASONAL HOME FOR THE 
MANAGER / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 0) GOTO 112 51 
HOW MANY MONTHS IS THE HOUSE USED BY THE MANAGER / / / GOTO 112 52-53 
110. DOES THE HOUSE AT THE RECREATION FIRM SERVE AS A YEAR AROUND 
RESIDENCE FOR THE OWNER OPERATOR / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH I) 54 
GOTO 111 
DOES THE HOUSE AT THE CAMPGROUND SERVE AS A SEASONAL HOME 
FOR THE OWNER OPERATOR / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 0) GOTO 111 54 
Lll. WHAT PROPORTION OF THE HOUSE IS USED FOR SERVICES RELATED TO THE 
RECREATION FIRM / / / PERCENT GO TO 112 55-56 
.12. DO YOU KNOW THE CONSTRUCTION COSTS OF THE EXISTING BUILDINGS 
(EXCEPT SEPARATE BUILDINGS FOR WASH AND TOILET FACILITES) / / 57 
(WHEN TRUE PUNCH 1) GOTO 113 
I HAVE NO IDEA WHAT THFIR VALUE IS GOING TO BE / / 57 
(WHEN TRUE PUNCH 0) GOTO 114 * 115 
13. HOUSING FOR MANAGEMENT PLUS ADMINISTRATION 
-CONSTRUCTION COSTS / / / / / /./ / / $ IN 19 / / / 58-64/65-
RECREATION HALL OR HALLS 
************************ 
-CONSTRUCTION COSTS / / / f / t-t / / $ IN 19/ / / 67-73/74-
23 
CARD 28 
REGISTRATION BUILDING 
********************* 
-CONSTRUCTION COSTS / / / / / / . / / / $ IN 19 / / / 3-9/10-11 
OTHER BUILDINGS SERVING THE RECREATION FIRM EXCEPT 
THE TOILET AND WASH ROOM BUILDINGS 
x ********************************** 
CONSTRUCTION COSTS / / / / / / . / / / IN 19/ / / 12-18/19-20 
CONSTRUCTION COSTS / / / / / / . / / / IN 19/ / / 21-27/28-29 
GOTO 114 
». WHAT WAS THE COST OF THE BUILDING LOT 
1 1 ( 1 1 SQ.FT. WITH / / / / . / / / t/SQ.FT. OR YOU MAY ALSO 30-33/34-38 
WRITE THE TOTAL COST OF THE LOT DOWN I I / I /./ 11% 39-44 
GOTO 150 
>. HOUSING FOR MANAGEMENT PLUS ADMINISTRATION 
******************************************* 
-AGE OF THE HOUSE / / / 45-46 
-NUMBER OF ROOMS / / / 47-48 
-NUMBER OF SQ.FT. 1 1 1 1 / 49-52 
-CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT I / / / / /./ / / $/YEAR 19 / / / 53-58/59-60 
-CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT I / / / / /./ / / $/YEAR 19 / / / 61-66/67-68 
CARD 29 
RECREATION HALL OR HALLS 
************************* 
-AGE OF THE BUILDING / / / 3-4 
-NO. OF SQ. FT. / / / / / 5-8 
-REMODELING I I I I I I.I 11% YEAR 19 / / / 9-15/16-17 
-OTHER CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT I I I I I.I I 1% YEAR 19/ / / 18-23/24-25 
REGISTRATION BUILDING 
*********************** 
-AGE OF THE BUILDING / / / 26-27 
-NO. OF SQ.FT. I I I I I 28-31 
-CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS 11111.111% YEAR 19/ / / 32-37/38-39 
OTHER BUILDINGS 
***************** 
-CONSTRUCTION COSTS I I I / I.I / / $ IN 19 / / / 40-45/46-47 
GOTO 150 
5. DO YOU AND/OR YOUR FAMILY PLAN TO OPERATE THE RECREATION FIRM 
ON YOUR OWN / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 1) GOTO 117 48 
OR DO YOU PLAN TO HIRE A PROFESSIONAL OPERATOR / / (WHEN TRUE 48 
PUNCH 0) GOTO 118 
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.17. 00 YOU PLAN TO MAKE THE PLACE OF THE RECREATION FIRM YOUR 
PERMANENT YEAR AROUND RESIDENCE / / 49 
(WHEN TRUE PUNCH 1) GOTO 119 
OR SHOULD THE HOUSE AT THE RECREATION FIRM SERVE ONLY 
AS A SEASONAL HOME / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 2) 49 
GOTO 126 OR DO YOU NOT PLAN TO HAVE A HOUSE AT THE 
RECREATION FIRM / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 3) GOTO 137 4S 
L8. DO YOU PLAN TO MAKE THE PLACE OF THE RECREATION FIRM 
A YEAR AROUND RESIDENCE FOR THE MANGER / / 50 
(WHEN TRUE PUNCH 1) GOTO 119 
OR SHOULD THIS HOME ONLY SERVE AS A SEASONAL 
ACCOMMODATION / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 2) GOTO 126 50 
OR DO NOT PLAN ANY HOUSE FOR THE MANAGER AT THE 
RECREATION FIRM / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 3) GOTO 137 50 
11/1/ SQ.FT. / / / /./ / / S/SQ.FT. OR YOU MAY WRITE 51-54/55-
19. WHAT IS THE VALUE OF THE BUILDING LOT FOR THE HOUSE 
YOU CAN ALSO PUT DOWN THE TOTAL VALUE OF THE BUILDING 
LOT / / / / / . / / / % 60-65 
2 0 . DO YOU KNOW THE CONSTRUCTION COSTS OF THE TYPE OF HOUSE YOU 
PLAN TO BUILD WHEN IT IS DONE ENTIRELY BY A CONTRACTOR / / 66 
(WHEN TRUE PUNCH I ) GOTO 121 
I HAVE NOT CONTACTED ANY CONTRACTOR UP TO NOW FROM WHICH I GOT 
AN ESTIMATE / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 0) GOTO 124 66 
2 1 . HOW MANY BEDROOMS 00 YOU PLAN TO HAVE / / NO. 67 
CONSTRUCTION COST OF THE HOUSE COMPLETELY WINTERIZED EXCLUDING 
COST OF THE LAND LANDSCAPING AND WELL / / / I I / . / 11% 68-74 
CARD 30 
22. WHAT PERCENTAGE OF THE CONSTRUCTION COST DO YOU THINK YOU 
COULD SAVE IN DOING SOME WORK (EXCEPT LANDSCAPING) YOURSELF 
/ / / PERCENT OF TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COSTS 3-4 
23. WHAT WAS THE COST OF LANDSCAPING I / / I /./ / / $ 5-10 
TREES / / / /-/ / / % 11-15 
GOTO 125 
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CHOOSE ONE OF THE FOLLOWING TYPE OF HOUSES WHICH WOULD FIT YOUR 
NEEDS. IN THE PRICE OF THE DIFFERENT TYPES OF HOUSES LAND-
LANDSCAPING, WELL, AND GARAGE ARE EXCLUDED 
-A TWO STORY HOUSE WITH A BASEMENT (24'X40' 1920 SQ.FT.) 
FIRST FLOOR FAMILY ROOM (L2,X16«) 
DINING ROOM (a,Xl6') 
LIVING ROOM ( 12'X2V ) 
KITCHEN • TOILETS 
SECOND FLOOR MASTER BEDROOM (12'X16') 
THREE OTHER BEDROOMS (10•X12•,12*X16*, 
AND IZ'XIZ1 ) 
BATH PLUS SEPARATE TOILET 
/ / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH A I) GOTO 125 16 
-A ONE STORY HOUSE WITH THE SAME AMOUNT AND SIZE OF ROOMS 
AND THE SAME CONVENIENCES (2A'X72') 1728 SQ.FT. / / WHEN 16 
TRUE PUNCH 2) GOTO 125 
-A ONE STORY HOUSE WITHOUT A BASEMENT. THREE BEDROOMS 
PLUS DINING AND LIVING ROOM / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 3) 16 
GOTO 125 
-A ONE STORY HOUSE WITHOUT A BASEMENT WITH TWO BEDROOMS 
DINING ROOM AND PORCH / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 4) GOTO 125 16 
-A ONE STORY HOUSE WITHOUT A BASEMENT, WITH ONE BEDROOM, 
LIVING AND DINING ROOM / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 5) GOTO 125 16 
WHEN YOU OPERATE THE FIRM ON YOUR OWN, WHAT PERCENTAGE OF THE 
HOUSE SHOULD DIRECTLY SERVE THE RECREATION FIRM / / / / PERCENT 17-19 
OF TOTAL SPACE 
GOTO 131 
DO YGU KNOW THE CONSTRUCTION COSTS OF THE SEASONAL HOME YOU PLAN 
TO BUILD FOR THE OPERATION OF THE RECREATION FIRM / / 20 
I HAVE NOT CONTACTED ANY CONTRACTOR UP TO NOW FROM WHICH 
I COULD GET SOME ESTIMATES / I (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 0) 20 
GOTO 130 
HOW MANY BEDROOM SEASONAL HOME ARE YOU PLANNING TO BUILD / / NO. 21 
CONSTRUCTION COSTS OF THE HOUSE, NOT WINTERIZED, EXCLUDING 
COSTS FOR LANDSCAPING, WELL AND CAR GARAGE / / / / / /./ / /$ 22-28 
WHAT PERCENTAGE OF THE CONSTRUCTION COSTS DO YOU THINK COULD 
BE SAVED IN DOING SOME WORK (EXCEPT LANDSCAPING) YOURSELF 
t i l l PERCENT OF TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COSTS 29-31 
HOW MUCH ARE THE COSTS OF 
-LANDSCAPING I I I t I /./ / /$ 
- T R E E S / / / / . / / / $ 
GOTO 131 
32-38 
39-43 
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130. CHOOSE ONE OF THE FOLLOWING TYPES OF SEASONAL HOMES WHICH WOULD 
FIT YOUR NEEDS. IN THE PRICE OF THIS DIFFERENT TYPES OF 
SEASONAL HOUSES THE LAND, LANDSCAPING AND WELL AND ALSO THE 
CAR PORTS ARE NOT INCLUDED. 
-A TWO STORY HOUSE WITH A DECK (24-X28M 1344 SQ.FT. 
THREE BEDROOMS (12,X12', 9»Xll«f 11,X12') PLUS BATH AND 
TOILET ON THE LOWER FLOOR. LIVING ROOM (16X24) DINING 
ROOM(12,X12') PLUS KITCHEN (8'X12'» ON THE UPPER FLOOR. 
/ / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 1) GOTO 131 44 
-A ONE STORY HOUSE (24,X32«) PLUS 8'X24« PORCH 
THREE BEDROOMS (8'X12', 8•XI2',8'X12') KITCHEN (10,X12') 
LIVING ROOM 12'X16« AND DINING ROOM (8*X12*) / / 44 
(WHEN TRUE PUNCH 2) GOTO 131 
-ONE FLOOR HOUSE WITH PORCH (24,X28«) 672 SQ.FT. WITH 
TWO BEDROOMS (8,X12», 8,X12« + 8'X24- PORCH 
KITCHEN-DINING AREA (10,X14«) PLUS LIVING ROOM (14,X20') 
/ / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 3) GOTO 131 44 
-ONE FLOOR HOUSE WITH PORCH 24«X24' + 8'X24' PORCH 
TWO BEDROOMS (8•X12•,8*X12») KITCHEN-DINING 
AREA (lO'XlOM LIVING ROOM (14*X16') 
/ / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 4) GOTO 131 44 
-ONE FLOOR SEASONAL HOME (32'X24-) WITHOUT PORCH. ONE 
BEDROOM 10'X10«, LIVING AREA DINING AREA AND KITCHEN 
/ / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 5) GOTO 131 44 
-TWO BEDROOM MOBILE HOME WITH A LIVING AND DINING AREA 
/ / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 6) GOTO 131 44 
.31. DO YOU PLAN TO BUILD A GARAGE WHICH COULD BE USED FOR THE 
RECREATION FIRM / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH I) GOTO 132 45 
NO / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 0) GOTO 135 45 
.32. DO YOU PLAN TO CONTRACT / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 1) GOTO 133 46 
OR BUILD WITH YOUR OWN RESOURCES / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 0) 46 
GOTO 134 
.33. COST OF A GARAGE / / / / /./ / /$ 47-52 
.34. BUILDING MATERIAL / / / / /./ / /* 53-58 
LABOR / / / / H / /./ / / $/H. 59-61/62-1 
GOTO 135 
35. DID YOU HAVE OR DO YOU PLAN TO CONSTRUCT A SEPARATE SEPTIC SYSTEM 
FOR THE HOUSE / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 1) GOTO 136 65 
OR DID YOU USE THE SEPTIC SYSTEM FROM THE RECREATION FIRM / / 65 
(WHEN TRUE PUNCH 0) GOTO 137 
CARD 31 
36. COST OF PIPING / / / / / FT. / /./ / / $/FT. 3-6/7-9 
COST OF LABOR / / / / H./ /./ / / */H. 10-12/13" 
SEPTIC TANK / / / / / GAL. / /./ / / $/GAL. 16-19/20-
SEWER PUMPS / / / /./ / /* 23-27 
OTHER COSTS / / / /./ / /* 28-32 
GOTO 137 
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DO YOU PLAN TO HAVE A REGISTRATION BUILDING / / (WHEN TRUE 33 
PUNCH I) GOTO 138 
NO REGISTRATION BUILDING IS PLANNED / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 0) 33 
GOTO 143 
WILL IT BE DONE BY A CONTRACTOR / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH I) 34 
GOTO 139 OR WILL YOU DO IT YOURSELF / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 0) 34 
GOTO 142 
DO YOU KNOW THE CONTRACTORS COST FOR CONSTRUCTING A 
REGISTRATION BUILDING / / (WHEN TURE PUNCH 1) GOTO 140 35 
I HAVE NO IDEA ABOUT THE COSTS (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 0) GOTO 141 35 
CONSTRUCTION COSTS OF THE REGISTRATION BUILDING 
/ / / / / / . / / / $ 36-42 
CHOOSE ONE OF THE FOLLOWING POSSIBLE REGISTRATION BUILDINGS 
-A 20,X16« OR 360 SQ.FT. LOG CABIN WHICH COULD BE USED 
ALSO FOR OTHER SERVICES NOT ONLY REGISTRATION 
E.G. FOODSTORE / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 1) GOTO 143 43 
-A 20*X32' 740 A-FRAME TYPE OF REGISTRATION BUILDING WHICH 
COULD EASILY SERVE ALSO AS A FOOD STORE / / 43 
(WHEN TRUE PUNCH 2) GOTO 143 
COST OF BUILDING MATERIAL I I I I I.I I 1% 44-49 
COST OF LABOR I I I I I H.I I I.I I I $/H. 50-53/54-57 
COST OF EXCAVATION AND BACKHOE FOR FOUNDATION I I I I I.I I 1$ 58-63 
OTHER CONSTRUCTION COSTS I I I I I.I I /% 64-69 
GOTO 143 
DO YOU PLAN TO HAVE A RECREATION HALL / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH I) 70 
GOTO 144 WE DO NOT PLAN TO BUILD ONE / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 0) 70 
GOTO 150 
WILL YOU REMODEL ANOTHER BUILDING FOR THE PURPOSE OF A 
RECREATION HALL / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH I) GOTO 145 NO IT WILL 71 
BE CONSTRUCTED FOR THE PURPOSE OF A RECREATION HALL / / (WHEN 71 
TRUE PUNCH 0) GOTO 146 
CARD 32 
WHAT WAS THE VALUE OF THE BUILDING BEFORE THE REMODELING 
-VALUE OF THE BUILDING BEFORE REMODELING 
I I I I I.I / / $ IN YEAR 19 / / / 3-8/9-10 
-REMODELING COSTS / / / / / . / / / * IN YEAR 19 / / / 11-16/17-18 
-OTHER CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT COSTS I I I I I.I l i t 19-24 
YEAR 19 / / / 25-26 
HOW MANY SQ.FT. I I I I I SQ.FT. OR TOTAL CONSTRUCTION 27-30 
COSTS / / / / / / . / / / * 31-37 
WHEN YOU DO NOT KNOW THE COST GOTO 147 
A RECREATION HALL WITH I I I I I SQ.FT. WOULD COST ME 38-41 
/ / / /./ / /* PER SQ.FT. WHEN YOU DO NOT KNOW THE PER SQ.FT. 42-46 
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148. DO YOU PLAN OTHER BUILDINGS WHICH MAY SERVE ONLY THE RECREATION 
FIRM / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 1) GOTO 149 47 
WE HAVE NO OTHER BUILDING AND DO NOT PLAN OTHER BUILDINGS FOR 
THE RECREATION FIRM / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 01 GOTO 150 47 
149. EXPECTED COSTS OF CONSTRUCTION I I t I I I.I I 1% 48-54 
****************************************************************************( 
J) PLAYGROUND AND PHYSICAL FITNESS EQUIPMENT 
***************************************** 
IN THIS PHASE OF THE MODEL EVALUATION OF EXISTING AS WELL 
AS NEW CONSTRUCTION IS CONSIDERED. NEW EQUIPMENT NEEDS MAY BE 
OBTAINED FROM SPECIALISTS SUCH AS THE EXTENSION AGENT. 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 4 4 
CARD 33 
150. DO YOU HAVE A PLAYGROUND FOR CHILDREN AND ADULTS / / 3 
(WHEN TRUE PUNCH 1) GOTO 151 
DO YOU PLAN TO BUILD A PLAYGROUND FOR CHILDREN AND ADULTS 
AT YOUR RECREATION FIRM / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 0) GOTO 153 3 
151. COST OF LEVELING THE SITES AND BACKFILL FOR PLAYGROUND 
-RACKHOE I I I I H. I I I.I I I $/H. 4-6/7-10 
-LABOR I I I I H. I I I.I I I $/H. 11-13/1V 
-OTHER CONSTRUCTION COSTS I I I I I.I I /$ 18-23 
152. COST OF PLAYGROUND EQUIPMENT, SELECT FROM THE LIST IN QUESTION 
154 THE ONES YOU ALREADY HAVE OR EVENTUALLY PLAN TO BUY GOTO 154 
153. COST OF LEVELING AND PREPARING THE SITES 
-BACKHOE I I I I H I I I.I I I $/H 24-26/27-
-LABOR I I I I H I I I.I I I $/H 31-33/3V 
-OTHER CONSTRUCTION COSTS I ' l l I.I 11% 38-43 
154. WHEN YOU ALREADY HAVE THE PLAYGROUND EQUIPMENT PUT THE PURCHASE 
PRICF AND THE YEAR OF PURCHASE DOWN. SELECT FROM THE FOLLOWING LIST 
PLAYGROUND EQUIPMENT WHICH FIT THE NEEDS AND THE SIZE OF YOUR 
RECREATION FIRM. WHEN YOU ALREADY KNOW SOME GOOD BARGAIN PRICES 
PER UNIT, PUT THE PRICES DOWN, OTHERWISE NORMAL MARKtT PRICES FOR 
A GOOD QUALITY PLAYGROUND EQUIPMENT WILL BE USED. 
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ft*********************************** 
* NO. * PURCHASE P R I C E * YEAR OF * 
* * PER UNIT * PURCHASE * 
* * * * 
NORMAL 2 -SWING SET * / / * / / / / . / / / * 1 9 / / / * 4 4 / 4 5 - 4 9 
( 8 ' H IGH) * * * * 5 0 - 5 1 
NORMAL 3-SWING SET I B M * / / * / / / / . / / / * 1 9 / / / * 5 2 / 5 3 - 5 7 
* * * * 5 8 - 5 9 
NORMAL 6-SWING SET ( 8 ' ) * / / * / / / / . / / / * 1 9 / / / * 6 0 / 6 1 - 6 5 
* * * * 6 6 - 6 7 
NORMAL 9-SWING SET ( 8 ' ) * / / * / / / / . / / / * 1 9 / / / * 6 8 / 6 9 - 7 3 
* * * * 7 4 - 7 5 
CARD 34 
SINGLE CHUTE SL IDE ( 8 ' * / / * / / / / . / / / * 1 9 / / / * 3 / 4 - 8 / 9 - l 0 
CHUTE LENGTH) * * * * 
SINGLE CHUTE SL IDE ( 1 0 ' * / / * / / / / . / / / * 1 9 / / / * 1 1 / 1 2 - 1 6 
CHUTE LENGTH) * * * * 1 7 - 1 8 
SINGLE CHUTE SL IDE ( 1 2 ' * / / * / / / / . / / / * 1 9 / / / * 1 9 / 2 0 - 2 4 
CHUTE LENGTH) * * * * 2 5 - 2 6 
SINGLE CHUTE SL IDE ( 1 9 * * / / * I I I / . / / / * 1 9 / / / * 2 7 / 2 8 - 3 2 
CHUTE LENGTH) * * * * 3 3 - 3 4 
DOUBLE CHUTE SL IDE * / / * / / / / . / / / * 1 9 / / / + 3 5 / 3 6 - 4 0 
( 1 6 * CHUTE) * * * * 4 1 - 4 2 
THREE SWING SET * / / * / / / / . / / / * 1 9 / / / + 4 3 / 4 4 - 4 8 
* * * * 4 9 - 5 0 
SIX SWING SET * / / * / / / / . / / / * 1 9 / / / * 5 1 / 5 2 - 5 6 
* * * * 5 7 - 5 8 
A TWO SWING SET * / / * / / / / . / / / * 1 9 / / / * 5 9 / 6 0 - 6 4 
* * * * 6 5 - 6 6 
A FOUR SWING SET * / / * / / / / . / / / * 1 9 / / / * 6 7 / 6 8 - 7 2 
* * * * 7 3 - 7 4 
CARD 35 
A SIX SWING SET * / / * / / / / . / / / * 1 9 / / / + 3 / 4 - 8 / 9 - 1 0 
AN EIGHT SWING SET * / / * / / / / . / / / * 1 9 / / / * U / 1 2 - 1 6 
* * * * 1 7 - 1 8 
CASTLE TOWERS-MONKEY CLIMBS 
PRIMARY CASTLE TOWER * / / * / / / / . / / / * 1 9 / / / * 1 9 / 2 0 - 2 4 
( 3 - 6 YEARS) * * * * 2 5 - 2 6 
PORTABLE PRIMARY CASTLE * / / * / / / / . / / / * 1 9 / / / + 2 7 / 2 8 - 3 2 
TOWER ( 3 - 6 YEARS) * * * * 3 3 - 3 4 
* * * * 
DOUBLE PRIMARY CASTLE * / / * / / / / • / / / * 1 9 / / / * 3 5 / 3 6 - 4 0 
TOWER ( 3 - 6 YEARS) * * * * 4 1 - 4 2 
DOUBLE CASTLE TOWER * / / * / / / / . / / / * 1 9 / / / * 4 3 / 4 4 - 4 8 
( 5 - 8 YEARS) * * * * 4 9 - 5 0 
SENIOR CASTLE TOWER * / / * / / / / . / / / * 1 9 / / / + 5 1 / 5 2 - 5 6 
( 6 - l O Y E A R S ) * * * * 5 7 - 5 8 
COMMANDO CASTLE TOWER * / / * / / / / . / / / * 1 9 / / / * 5 9 / 6 0 - 6 4 
| 7 AND OLDER) * * * * 6 5 - 6 6 
CASTLE WALKS 
p , . * / / * / / / / . / / / * 1 9 / / / + 6 7 / 6 8 - 7 2 
* * * * 7 3 - 7 4 
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CARD 36 
SENIOR CASTLE WALK UNIT * / / * I I I /./ / / * 19/ / / *3/4-8/9-i 
* * * * 
PORTABLE 2 BOARD SEE * * * * 
SAW UNIT * / / * / / / / . / / / * 19/ / / *l 1/12-16 
* * * * 17-18 
SEE SAW UNITS COMPLETE WITH FRAME AND FITTINGS 
TWO BOARD SEE SAW UNIT * / / * I I I /./ / / * 19/ / / *19/20-24 
* * * * 25-26 
FOUR BOARD SEE SAW UNIT * / / * I I I I.I I I * 191 I I *27/28-32 
* * * * 33-3*. 
SIX BOARD SEE SAW UNIT * / / * I I I I.I I I * 19/ / / *35/36-40 
* * * * 41-42 
BAR UNITS 
SINGLE HORIZONTAL BAR UNIT * / / * I I I I.I I I * 19/ / / *43M4-48 
* * * * 
DOUBLE HORIZONTAL BAR UNIT * / / * I I I I.I I I * 19/ / / *5l/52-56 
* * * * 57-58 
TRIPLE HORIZONTAL BAR UNIT * / / * I I / I.I I / * 19/ / / *59/60-64 
* * * * 65-66 
BASKETBALL BACKSTOPS * / / * I I I I.I I I * 191 I I *67/68-72 
* * * * 73-74 
CARD 37 
MERRY-GO-ROUND 1 0 ' IN * / / * / / / / . / / / $ 19 / / / * 3 / 4 - 8 / 9 - l 
DIAMETER * * * * 
HORIZONTAL LADDER 12« LONG * / / * I I I I . I I I * 1 9 / / / * l l / 1 2 - 1 6 
* * * * 17-18 
HORIZONTAL LADDER 16* LONG * / / * I I I I . I I I * \9t I I *19/20-24 
* * * * 25-26 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
155. INSTALLATION COSTS OF NEW PLAYGROUND EQUIPMENT 
-LABOR / / / /H. / / / . / / / $/H. 27-29/30-
-CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL / / / /./ / /$ 34-38 
***************************************************************************** 
K) TENNIS COURT 
************ 
ALTERNATIVES INCLUDE AVAILABLE TENNIS COURTS OR 
CONSTRUCTION OF NEW TENNIS COURTS. FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION 
DECISIONS CAN BE MADE BETWEEN GRASS, BITUMINOUS OR RUBBER-
CORK COURTS, WHICHEVER YOU THINK IS APPROPRIATE. YOU MAY FENCE IT 
IN COMPLETELY OR ONLY PARTLY. 
**************************************************************************** 
31 
,. DO YOU HAVE A TENNIS COURT AT YOUR RECREATION FIRM / / 39 
(WHEN TRUE PUNCH I) GOTO 157 NO WE DO NOT HAVE A TENNIS 
COURT AT OUR RECREATION FIRM / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 0) GOTO 158 39 
'. WHAT WERE THE TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COSTS / I I I /./ / /$ 40-45 
IN YEAR 19 / / / 46-47 
GOTO 164 
I. 00 YOU PLAN TO BUILD A TENNIS COURT / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH I) 48 
GOTO 159 WE DO NOT PLAN TO HAVE A TENNIS COURT / / (WHEN TRUE 48 
PUNCH 0) GOTO 164 
I. WHAT KIND OF TENNIS COURT DO YOU PLAN TO BUILD 
-GRASS COURT / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 1) GOTO 160 49 
-BITUMINOUS PAVED COURT / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 2) GOTO 160 49 
-RUBBER-CORK BASE RESILIENT PAVEMENT / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 3) 49 
GOTO 160 
l. HOW MANY SQ.YD. / / / / / . / / / SQ.YD. / / / /./ / / S/SQ.YD. 50-55/56-59 
WHEN YOU DO NOT KNOW THE PRICE LEAVE IT BLANK 
. 00 YOU PLAN TO FENCE IN THE WHOLE TENNIS COURT / / (WHEN TRUE 60 
PUNCH 1) GOTO 162 OR DO YOU ONLY PLAN SOME BACKSTOPS / / 60 
(WHEN TRUE PUNCH 2) GOTO 163 I DO NOT PLAN ANY FENCES / t 60 
(WHEN TRUE PUNCH 3) GOTO 164 
. WHAT IS THE LENGTH I I I I FT. 61-63 
WHAT IS THE WIDTH OR DIAMETER I I I I FT. 64-66 
COST PER FT. / / / /./ / 1% 67-71 
. HOW MANY FT. OF BACKSTOP HAVE TO BE ESTABLISHED 
/ / / / FT. I I I.I I I $/FT. 72-75/76-79 
• J * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
CARD 38 
L) SWIMMING POOLS 
************** 
THE ALTERNATIVES ARE HAVING A SWIMMING POOL, PLANNING AND 
NOT PLANNING FOR A SWIMMING POOL AT THE RECREATION FIRM. FOR THE 
NEW SWIMMING POOLS COST PER SQ. FT. ALSO INCLUDES FILTRATION 
AND DECK-EQUIPMENT. 
***************************************************************************** 
. DO YOU HAVE SWIMMING POOLS AT THE RECREATION FIRM / / 3 
(WHEN TRUE PUNCH 1) GOTO 165 
DO YOU PLAN TO HAVE SWIMMING POOLS AT THE RECREATION FIRM / / 3 
(WHEN TRUE PUNCH 2) GOTO 168 
WE DO NOT PLAN TO HAVE ANY SWIMMING POOLS AT THE RECREATION 
FIRM / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 3) GOTO 169 3 
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65. WAS IT BUILT ON CONTRACT / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH I) GOTO 166 4 
NO I DID IT WITH MY OWN RESOURCES / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 0) 4 
GOTO 166 
66. WHAT WAS THE TOIAL COST INCLUDING FILTRATION AND DECK EQUIPMENT 
/ I I I I.I I It GOTO 169 5-10 
67- COST OF LABOR / / / / H. / /./ / / $/H. 11-13/U-] 
COST OF BULLDOZING / / / / H. / / /./ / / $/H. 17-19/20-; 
COST OF BUILDING MATERIAL I I I I /./ / / i 24-29 
FILTRATION AND DECK EQUIPMENT l i l t I.I I 1% 30-35 
68. HOW MANY SQUARE FT. OF A SWIMMING POOL ARE YOU PLANNING TO 
BUILD I I I I SQ.FT. / / /./ / / $/SQ.FT. 36-38/39-' 
M) CAMPSITE EQUIPMENT 
****************** 
IT IS ASSUMED THAT EVERY SITE HAS ONE FIREPLACE 
GRILL, A PICNIC TABLE AND A GARBAGE CAN FOR EVERY 
TWO SITES. THERE IS ALLOWANCE IN TH6 MODEL TO 
CHOOSE AMONG HEAVIER EXPENSIVE AND LESS EXPENSIVE 
EQUIPMENT. WHEN THE PRICES ARE UNKNOWN, LEAVE 
IT BLANK. rtHEN YOU KNOW SOME SPECIAL BARGAIN PRICES 
PUT THEM IN. 
****************************************************************************#< 
69. DID YOU, OR DO YOU PLAN TO CONSTRUCT THE FIREPLACE GRILLS 
YOURSELF, / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 1) GOTO 170 OR DID YOU OR ARE A3 
YOU GOING TO BUY IT / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 0) GOTO 171 43 
70. COST OF MATERIAL PER UNIT / / /./ 11% 44-47 
COST OF LABOR PER UNIT / / /./ 11% 48-51 
INSTALLATION COST PER UNIT / / /./ l i t 52-55 
GOTO 172 
71. RECREATION OUTDOOR COOKING GRILL HEAVY CAST IKON 
PRICE PER UNIT / / / /./ l i t (*HEN YOU DO NOT KNOW THE PRICE 56-60 
LEAVE IT BLANK) INSTALLATION COST PER UNIT / / /./ / / $ 61-64 
GOTO 172 
72- DID YOU OR DO YOU PLAN TO CONSTRUCT THE PICNIC TABLES YOURSELF 
/ / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH I) GOTO 173 OR DID YOU BUY IT / / 65 
(WHCM TRUE PUNCH 0) GOTO 174 
33 
, COST OF LABOR PER UNIT / / /./ 11% 66-69 
COST OF MATERIAL PER UNIT 111.111% 70-73 
GOTO 175 
, DO YOU BUY GALVAMIZFD / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 1) OK WOOD 74 
TABLES / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 0) 74 
CARD 39 
PKICE PER P I C N I C TABLE 
-TABLE WITH GALVANIZED STEEL P IPES / / / / . / 11% 3 - 7 
- A L L WOOD TABLE (HEAVY MADE) / / / . / / / * 8 - 1 1 
WHEN YOU DO MOT KNOW YOU1* BARGAIN PRICE LEAVE I T BLANK 
. GARBAGE CANS FOR EVERY TWO S I T E S ONE CAN 
PRICE PER UNIT / / . / 11% 1 2 - 1 4 
WHEN YOU DO MOT KNOW YOUR BARGAIN PRICE LEAVE I T BLANK 
t************************************** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
N) MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT OF THE RECREATION FIRM 
*********************************************** 
WE ARE ABIE TO EVALUATE. THE SITUATION 
RELATED TO MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT FOR EXISTING 
AS WELL AS FOR POTENTIAL RECREATION FIRMS IN THE 
PLANNING STAGE. FOR THE LATTER ONE YOU DO NOT 
HAVE TO PUT DOWN THE PURCHASE PRICE, EXCEPT IF YOU 
ARE ABLE TO GET EXTRAORDINARY GOOD BARGAIN PRICES. 
. MEANS OF TRANSPORTATION 
********************** 
************************9************************************ ********** 
ITEMS YEAR OF * PURCHASE *PERCENT OF TIME 
PURCHASE * PRICE *0F THE YEAR 
* *WHICH CAN BE 
* *ATTRIBUTED TO 
* * THE R . F -
*********************************************************************** 
TRUCK * 1 9 I I I * 1 1 1 1 1 . 1 1 1 * 1 1 1 / * !5 - l6 / l7 -22 
* * * * 23-25 
TRACTOR *10/ / / * I I I / I.I I / */ / / / *26-27/28-33 
* * * * 34-36 
UTILITY TRUCK *19/ / / * I I I I I./ I / */ / / / *37-38/39-44 
* * * * 45-47 
C & R *19/ / / * I I I I I.I I I *l I I I *48-49/50-55 
* * * * 56-58 
*19/ / / * I I I / I . I / / * / / / / *59-60/61-66 
* * * * 67-69 
*19/ / / * I I I I I.I I I */ / / / *70-71/72-77 
* * * * 78-80 
********* *************************************************** *********** 
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CARD 40 
********************************************* ******** ************************ 
77. OTHER EQUIPMENT AND MACHINERY 
****************************** 
A LIST OF POSSIBLE ITEMS WHICH ARE USED TO OPERATE A 
RECREATION FIRM ARE GIVEN BELOW. FOR THE OPERATORS ALREADY 
IN BUSINESS LIST THE YEAR OF PURCHASE AND THE PURCHASE PRICE. 
FOR ALLOCATING THE PROPER COST TO THE RECREATION FIRM THE 
PERCENTAGE USED FOR THE RECREATION FIRM HAS TO BE PUT DOWN. 
FOR THE POTENTIAL OPERATOR, BARGAIN PRICES CAN BE PUT DOWN. 
WHEN THEY ARE NOT KNOWN, STANDARD MARKET PRICES WILL BE ENTERED. 
ALSO FOR THE POTENTIAL OPERATOR THE PERCENTAGE USE OF THE 
EQUIPMENT FOR THE RECREATION FIRM HAS TO BE PUT DOWN. 
************************************************************#**************$« 
************************************************************* 
ITEMS * NO. * PURCHASE * YEAR *PERCENT USE * 
* * PRICE *OF PUR- * TO THE * 
* * * CHASE +RECREATION * 
* * * * FIRM * 
************************************************************* 
WASHERS * I I *, I I I 1.1 I / * 1 9 / 1 1 * 1 1 1 1 * 3 / 4 - 8 / 9 - 1 
11-13 
DRYERS * / / * / / / I . I / / * 1 9 / / / * / / / / * 14/15-19 
20-21/22-
OUTBOARO MOTORS * I I * I I I / . / / / * 1 9 / / / * / / / / * 25/26-30 
31-32/33-
BOATS * / / * / / / I . I I 1*191 1 1 * 1 1 1 1 * 36/37-41 
42-43/44-
CANOES * I I * I I I I . I f / * 1 9 / 1 1 * 1 1 / 1 * 47/48-52 
53-54/55-
TENTS * I I * I I I I./ I 1*19/ 1 1 * 1 1 1 1 * 58/59-63 
64-65/66-
TENT TRAILERS * I I * I I I I.1 I l*\9l 11*1111 * 69/70-74 
75-76/77-
CARD 41 
TRAILERS * / / * / / / / . / / / * 1 9 / / / * / / / / * 3 / 4 - 8 / 9 - 1 
11-13 
BARBECUE GRILL * I I * I I I I.1 I 1*191 1 1 * 1 1 / 1 * 14/15-19 
20-21 /22-
L P GAS BURNER * / / * / / / / . / / / * 1 9 / / / * / / / / * 25/26-30 
31-32 /33-
LAWN MOWER * / / * / / / / . / / / * 1 9 / / / * / / / / * 36 /37 -41 
42 -43 /44 -
REFRIGERATORS * / / * / / / / . / / / * 1 9 / / / * / / / / * 47 /48 -52 
53 -54 /55 -
VENDING MACHINES * / / * / / / / . / / / * 1 9 / / / * / / / / * 58 /59-63 
6 4 - 6 5 / 6 6 -
TENTS FOR RENT * / / * / / / I . I I 1*191 1 1 * 1 1 1 1 * 6 9 / 7 0 - 7 4 
75 -76 /77 -
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CARD 42 
BICYCLES * / / * / / / / . / / / * 1 9 / / / * / / / / * 3 / 4 - 8 / 9 - 1 0 
1 1 - 1 3 
* /
 f * / f / / . / / / * 19 / / / * / / / / * 14/15-19 
20-21/22-24 
* / / * / / / / . / / / * 19 / / / * / / / / * 25/26-30 
31-32/33-35 
* / / * / / / / . / / / * 19 / / / * / / / / * 36/37-41 
42-43/44-46 
* / / * / / / / . / / / * 1 9 / / / * / / / / * 47/48-52 
53-54/55-57 
* / / * / / / / . / / / * 19 / / / * / / / / * 58/59-63 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 64-65/66-68 
ROADSIDE ADVERTISING, ROADSIDE DIRECTIONAL AND SIGN WITHIN 
COST OF CONSTRUCTION / / / /./ / / $ 69-73 
YEAR OF CONSTRUCTION / / / 74-75 
**************************************************************************** 
0) OPERATING COSTS 
**************** 
THE FIRST ITEM OF THE OPERATING COSTS IS THE LABOR COST. 
WE DISTINGUISH BETWEEN FAMILY OPERATIONS AND OPERATIONS WITH 
A PROFESSIONAL MANAGER. THE FAMILY LABOR IS DISTINGUISHED BET-
WEEN THE OPERATOR AND HIS WIFE, FAMILY LABOR UNDER 16 YEARS OLD 
AND FAMILY LABOR OVER 16 YEARS OLD. IN ADDITION WE DISTINGUISH 
BETWEEN HIRED LABOR UNDER 18 YEARS AND HIRED LABOR OVER 18 YEARS. 
FUR THE OPERATION WITH A PROFESSIONAL MANAGER WE DISTINGUISH 
BETWEEN THE MANAGER AND LABOR UNDER AND OVER 18 YEARS. 
OTHER ITEMS IN THE OPERATING COSTS ARE THE UTILITIES, 
MAINTENANCE COSTS, SUPPLIES, INSURANCES, TAXES, AND SERVICES TO 
THE RECREATION FIRM. ANOTHER CATEGORY IS PUBLICITY AND PROMO-
TION. 
FOR POTENTIAL RECREATION FIRMS THE LABOR REQUIRED IS 
ESTIMATED WITH A STATISTICAL MODEL SO THAT NO LABOR DATA HAVE 
TO BE FILLED IN THE TABLES FOLLOWING. 
********************************************************************* 
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CARD 43 
179. RECREATION FIRMS ALREADY IN OPERATION / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH I) 3 
GOTO 180. POTENTIAL OPERATOR / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 0) GOTO 192 3 
180. IS THE FIRM OPERATED BY THE OWNER AND HIS FAMILY / / 4 
(WHEN TRUE PUNCH I) GOTO 181, OR BY A PROFESSIONAL MANAGER / / 4 
(WHEN TRUE PUNCH 0) GOTO 185 
181. FILL OUT IN THE FOLLOWING TABLE THE NUMBER OF DAYS WORKED IN 
EACH MONTH FOR THE RECREATION FIRM AND THAT FOR EACH OF THE 
FOLLOWING LABOR CATEGORIES. PAID CHILDREN HAVE TO GO UNDER 
HIRED LABOR. 
********************************************************* 
*MONTH*NUMBER OF DAYS* OTHER UNPAID * HIRED LABOR * 
* * WORKED * FAMILY LABOR * UNDER * OVER * 
* * PER MONTH * UNDER * OVER *18 YRS.* 18 YRS.* 
* *OPERATOR* WIFE* 16 YRS.* 16 YRS.*DAYS/MO*DAYS/MO.* 
* * * *DAYS/MO.*DAYS/MO* * 
********************************************************* 
*APR. * / / / * / / / * / / / / * / / / / * / / / /*/ / / / * 5-6/7-8 
9-11/12-
15-17/18 
*MAY * / / / */ / /*/ / / / * / / / / * / / / / * / / / / * 21-22/23 
25-27/28 
31-33/34 
* JUNE * / / / * / / / * / / / / * / / / /*/ / / / * / / / / * 37-38/39 
41-43/44 
47-49/50 
*JULY * / / / * / / / * / / / / * / / / / * / / / / * / / / / * 5 3 - 5 4 / 5 5 
5 7 - 5 9 / 6 0 
6 3 - 6 5 / 6 6 
CARD 44 
*AUG. * / l I * / / / * / / / / * / / / / * / / / / * / / / / * 3 -4 /5 -6 / 
10-12/13 
16-18 
• S E P T . * / / / * / / / * / / / / * / / / / * / / / / * / / / / * 1 9 - 2 0 / 2 1 
23-25/26 
29-31/32 
* O C T . * / / / * / / / * / / / / * / / / / * / / / / * / / / / * 3 5 - 3 6 / 3 7 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 3g-41/42 
4 5 - 4 7 / 4 8 
1 8 2 . DO YOU KNOW HOW MUCH YOU PAID I N TOTAL FOR HIRED LABOR DURING 
THE SEASON / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 1) GOTO 183 DO YOU KNOW HOW 51 
MUCH YOU P A I D PER DAY AS S P E C I F I E D ABOVE / / 51 
(WHEN TRUE PUNCH 2 ) GOTO 184 I DO NOT REMEMBER HOW MUCH I 
P A I D FOR HIRED LABOR / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 3 ) GOTO 192 51 
1 8 3 . TOTAL HIRED LABOR COST FOR THE SEASON / / / / / . / / / $ 52 -57 
GOTO 192 
37 
LABOR COSTS PER DAY FOR HIRED LABOR UNDER 18 YEARS 
/ / /./ / / S/DAY AND HIRED LABOR OVER 18 YEARS 58-61 
/ / /./ / / S/DAY GOTO 192 62-65 
CARD 45 
FILL OUT THE FOLLOWING TABLE WITH THE AMOUNT OF DAYS WORKED 
BY THE MANAGER AND THE OTHER LABOR. 
***************^**^*^t******************** 
* MONTH * * NUMBER OF DAYS WORKED * 
* * *MANAGER * UNDER 18*0VER 18 * 
* * *DAYS/MO.*DAYS/MO. *DAYS/MO.* 
^^^^^t****************************** ****** 
* A * * / / / * / / / / * / / / / * 3-4/5-7 
8-10 
* M * * I I I * / / / / * / / / / * 11-12/13-15 
16-18 
* J * * / / / * / / / / * / / / / * 19-20/21-23 
24-26 
* J * * / / / * / / / / * / / / / * 27-28/29-31 
32-34 
* A * * / / / * / / / / * / / / / * 35-36/37-39 
40-42 
* S * * / / / * / / / / * / / / / * 43-44/45/47 
48-50 
* 0 * * / / / * / / / / * / / / / * 5 1 - 5 2 / 5 3 - 5 5 
*************************** ***^*^^^4:*^4i7Hf* 56-58 
DO YOU PAY THE OPERATOR A MONTHLY WAGE / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH I ) 59 
GOTO 167 DO YOU PAY HIM BY DAYS / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 2 ) 59 
GOTO 188 
THE TOTAL WAGE BILL FOR THE MANAGER WAS / / / / /./ / / $/MONTH 60-65 
GOTO 189 
THE HAGE PER DAY FOR THE MANAGER WAS / / /./ / / $/DAY GOTO 189 66-69 
DO YOU KNOW THE AMOUNT OF WAGES PAID TO HIRED LABOR DURING 
THE SEASON / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 1) GOTO 190. I PAID THEM BY 70 
THE DAY / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 0) GOTO 191 70 
TOTAL HIRED LABOR COST FOR THE SEASON FOR UNDER 18 YEARS AND 
OVER 18 YEARS. LABOR I S / / / / / . / / / S 7 1 - 7 6 
CARD 46 
LABOR COSTS PER DAY FOR 
HIRED LABOR UNDER 18 YEARS / / / . / / / $/DAY GOTO 192 3-6 
HIRED LABOR OVER 18 YEARS / / / . / / / $/DAY GOTO 192 7-10 
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192. ARE YOU PLANNING TO OPERATE THE RECREATION FIRM 
AS AN OWNER WITH YOUR FAMILY PLUS HIRED LABOR / / 11 
(WHEN TRUE PUNCH I) GOTO 193 
OR DO YOU PLAN TO RUN IT BY A MANAGER AND HIREO LABOR / / U 
(WHEN TRUE PUNCH 2) GOTO 193 
I DO NOT KNOW YET HOW I WILL RUN IT / / 11 
(WHEN TRUE PUNCH 3) GOTO 193 
193. OTHER OPERATING COSTS OF THE RECREATION FIRM 
-UTILITIES 
********* 
E L E C T R I C I T Y DURING THE SEASON / / / / . / 11% 12-16 
WATER (WHEN PUBLIC WATERSUPPLY) / / / / . / 11% 17-21 
GAS ( L P OR NATURAL GAS) / / / / . / 11% 22-26 
GASOLINE (CAR,TRUCK AND BOATS) / / / / . / 11% 27-31 
FOR THE RECREATION FIRM 
O I L (HEATING O I L ) / / / / . / 11% 32-36 
TELEPHONE FOR CAMPGROUND / / / . / / / $ 37 -41 
OTHER U I T L I T I E S / / / / . / 11% 42-46 
////.///$ 47-51 
-MAINTENANCE COSTS 
**************** 
REPAIRS OF EQUIPMENT 
ON BUILDINGS (ONLY THE AMOUNT OF REPAIRS WHICH 
ARE NOT UNDER CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT SUCH AS 
REPAIRING DOORS, WINDOWS, ROOFS, ETC. / / / /./ 11% 52-56 
REPAIRS ON SEWER, WASH AND TOILET 
INSTALLATIONS (NOT INCLUDING 
REPLACEMENTS). / / / /./ 11% 57-61 
-MAINTENANCE COSTS FOR ROADS AND SITES / / / /./ 11% 62-66 
-SUPPLIES 
********* 
CHLORINE FOR CHLORINATING THE WATER / / / /./ / / $ 67-71 
CHEMICALS FOR SEWER TREATMENT / / / /./ 11% 72-76 
CARD 47., 
DISPOSABLE L INERS FOR GARBAGE CANS / / / . / / / $ 3-6 
SUPPLIES FOR CLEANING WASH 
AND TOILET F A C I L I T I E S / / / / . / / / $ 7-11 
OTHER SUPPLIES / / / / . / / / $ 12-16 
OTHER SUPPLIES / / / / . / / / $ 17-21 
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-INSURANCES 
********** 
LIABILITY / / / / . / / / $ 22-26 
BUILDINGS / / / /-/ / / $ 27-31 
TRUCKS / / / /-/ / / * 32-36 
WHEN THE TRUCK IS ONLY HALF USED BY THE RECREATION 
FIRM PUT HALF THE INSURANCE COST DOWN 
EQUIPMENT / / / /./ / / $ 37-41 
OTHER INSURANCE FOR THE R.F- / / / /-/ / / $ 42-46 
-TAXES 
****** 
PROPERTY TAX / / / /./ / / $ 47-51 
SALES TAX / / / /./ / / $ 52-56 
OPERATORS LICENSE / / / /-/ / / $ 57-61 
COOPERATOR TAX / / / /./ 1 1 % 62-66 
OTHER TAXES / / / /./ / / $ 67-71 
CARD 48 
-SERVICES TO THE RECREATION FIRM 
******************************* 
EMPTYING THE HOLDING TANK FOR SEWER / / / /./ / / $ 3-7 
COLLECTING THE GARBAGE BY AN 
OUTSIDE GARBAGE COLLECTOR / / / /./ / / $ 8-12 
COST OF MOVIES / / / / . / / / $ 13-17 
COST OF GROUP ENTERTAINMENT / / / /-/ / / $ 18-22 
OTHER SERVICE COSTS / / / /./ / / $ 23-27 
•PUBLICITY AND PROMOTION 
************************* 
ADVERTISING FOLDERS / / / /-/ I t % 28-32 
COST OF THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE 
ADVERTISING FOLDERS / / / /./ / / $ 33-37 
PUBLICITY IN NEWSPAPER 
MAGAZINES, ETC. / / / /./ / / $ 38-42 
COSTS FOR THE RIGHT TO PUT UP 
ROADSIDE SIGNS ON OTHER 
PROPERTY / / / /-/ / / $ 43-47 
COST OF VISITING CAMPING SHOWS I / t I - / t t % 48-52 
TV OR RADIO ADVERTISEMENTS / / / /-/ / / t 53-57 
************************************************************************** 
P) INCOME SOURCES 
************** 
THE INCOME HAS FOUR DIFFERENT COMPONENTS 
1) INCOME FROM FEES FOR SITES 
2) FEES FROM OTHER ACTIVITIES WITHIN 
THE RECREATION AREA FOR WHICH 
ADDITIONAL CHARGES ARE MADE 
3) FEES FROM RENTING OUT EQUIPMENT 
4) INCOME FOR PROVIDING OTHER SERVICES 
TO THE CAMPERS. 
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WE DISTINGUISH BETWEEN SITES WITH ONLY WATER [I 
SUPPLY AND SITES WHICH ALSO HAVE ELECTRICITY 
AND SEWER HOOKUPS. ANOTHER OPTION IS OPEN WITH 
CHARGES ON A DAILY FEE COMPARED TO WEEKLY FEE. 
WHEN FOR POTENTIAL OPERATOR NO INDICATION 
ABOUT OCCUPANCY IS AVAILABLE THE OCCUPANCY AND 
THE EXPECTED INCOME FROM CAMPERS WILL BE ESTIMATED. 
• 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * j 
,1 
CAMPSITE FEES 
************** 
194. FOR FIRMS ALREADY IN OPERATION / / ( WHEN TRUE PUNCH 1) 5fi 
GOTO 195 FOR POTENTIAL OPERATIONS / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 0 58 
GOTO 201 
195. DO YOU KNOW THE TOTAL AMOUNT OF CAMP FEES TAKEN IN DURING THE 
SEASON / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH I) GOTO 196 59 
I DO NOT KNOW THE TOTAL AMOUNT / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 0) GOTO 197 59 
196. TOTAL AMOUNT OF CAMP FEES / / / / / /./ / / $ 60-66; 
197- WHAT IS THE TYPE OF CHARGE YOU MAKE 
-ONLY PER NIGHT / /(WHEN TRUE PUNCH 1 GOTO 198 6 7, 
-PER NIGHT AND WEEKLY RATES / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 2) 67 
GOTO 198 AND 199 
-ONLY WEEKLY RATES / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 3) 67 
GOTO 199 
CARD 49; 
198. WHAT IS THE AVERAGE NUMBER OF SITES OCCUPIED DURING THE 
FOLLOWING PERIODS ON A DAILY RATE 
***************************************** 
* AVERAGE AMOUNT OF SITES * 
* PER DAY OCCUPIED DURING THE FOLLOWING * 
* TIME PERIOD ON * 
***************************************** 
* SITES WITH * SITES WITH * 
* WATER * ELEC. + SEWER * 
* * HOOKUPS * 
MAY 1 - 3 1 * / / / / * / / / / * 3 - 5 / 6 - 8 
JUNE 1 - 1 5 * / / / / * f / / I * 9 - l l / 1 2 
JUNE 1 6 - 3 0 * / / / / * / / / / * 1 5 - 1 7 / 1 * 
JULY 1 - 5 * I I I I * / / / / * 21 -23 /2 i 
JULY 6 - 3 1 * / / / / * / / / / * 2 7 - 2 9 / 3 
AUG. 1 - 1 5 * / / / / * / / / / * 3 3 - 3 5 / 3 
AUG. 1 6 - 3 1 * I I I ! * / / / / * 3 9 - 4 1 / 4 
SEPT. 1 - 3 0 * I I I I * / / / / * 4 5 - 4 7 / 4 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
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HOW MANY PARTIES 00 YOU HAVE ON A WEEKLY RATE DURING THE 
FOLLOWING FIVE PERIODS 
************************************* 
* AMOUNT OF PARTIES ON WEEKDAYS ON * 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
* MAIN S I T E * S I T E WITH E L E C * 
* WITH WATER * • SEWER HOOKUPS* 
HAY I - MAY 31 * / / / * / / / * 5 1 - 5 2 / 5 3 - 5 4 
JUNE I - JUNE 15 * / / / * / / / + 5 5 - 5 6 / 5 7 - 5 8 
JUNE 16 - JUNE 30 * / / / * / / / * 5 9 - 6 0 / 6 1 - 6 2 
JULY 1 - JULY 31 * / / / * / / / * 6 3 - 6 4 / 6 5 - 6 6 
AUG. I - AUG. 31 * / / / * / / / * 6 7 - 6 8 / 6 9 - 7 0 
SEPT. 1 - SEPT. 30 * / / / * / / / * 7 l - 7 2 / 7 3 - 7 4 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
CARD 50 
WHAT ARE THE RATES YOU CHARGE FOR AN AVERAGE PARTY WITH 
********************************** 
* PLAIN S I T E * S I T E S WITH ELEC. * 
* * • SEWER HOOKUPS * 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
WEEKLY RATE * / / / . / / / * / / / . / / / * 3 - 6 / 7 - 1 0 
DAILY RATE * / / / . / / / * / / / . / / / * 1 1 - 1 4 / 1 5 - 1 8 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
DO YOU KNOW THE TOTAL AMOUNT OF FEES TAKEN IN 8Y RENTING 
OUT EQUIPMENT / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH I) GOTO 202 I DO NOT KNOW THE 19 
THE EXACT AMOUNT / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH 0) GOTO 203 19 
TOTAL AMOUNT OF FEES FROM RENTING OUT 
EOUIPMENT / / / / . / / / $ 2 0 - 2 4 
FEES FROM RENTING OUT THE FOLLOWING EQUIPMENT 
BOATS / / / /./ / / 25-29 
TENTS / / / /./ / / 30-34 
TENT TRAILERS / / / /./ / / 35-39 
TRAVEL TRAILERS / / / /-/ / / 40-44 
BOAT MOTORS / / / /-/ / / 45-49 
FISHING EQUIPMENT / / / /•/ / / 50-54 
SLEEPING BAGS / / / /•/ / / 55-59 
OTHERS / / / / . / / / 60-64 
DO YOU HAVE FEES FROM ACTIVITIES OTHER THAN 
CAMPING / / (WHEN TRUE PUNCH I) GOTO 205 I 00 NOT CHARGE FOR 65 
OTHER RECREATION ACTIVITIES IN MY RECREATION FIRM / / (WHEN 65 
TRUE PUNCH 2) GOTO 206 
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CARD 51 
205) FEES FROM OTHER ACTIVITIES THAN JUST CAMPING 
SWIMMING / / / /./ / / * 3-7 
BOAT LAUNCHING / / / /./ / / 8-12 
TENNIS / / / / . / f / 13-17 
TABLE TENNIS / / / /-/ / / 18-22 
DANCING / / / /./ / / 23-27 
MOVIES / / / / - / / / 28-32 
OTHERS / / / /-/ / / 33-37 
206. NET INCOME FROM THE FOLLOWING SERVICES 
-SELLING FIREWOOD / / / /./ / / $ 38-42 
-ICE / / / / . / / / $ 43-47 
-PINBALL MACHINES / / / /./ / / $ 48-52 
-LAUNDRY AND DRYING SERVICE / / / /./ / / $ 53-57 
-CAMPSTORE* / / / / / . / / / $ 58-63 
-SNACK BAR* I I I I /./ / I $ 64-6S 
-OTHERS / / / / / . / / / $ 70-75 
*FOR THE CAMPSTORE AND THE SNACK BAR PUT ONLY THE GROSS 
MARGIN DOWN (WHICH MEANS REVENUE FROM SALES MINUS COST 
OF THE FOOD SOLD) 
